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THE USE OF THE CHURCH YEAR IN RELIGIOUS EDUCATION
INTRODUCTION
A. DEFINITION, .PURPOSES, aND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE
CHURCH YEAR
As every nation has its national holidays and
holds its festivals in yearly rotation, making them a
part of its corporate life, so the Christian uhureh
celebrates its feasts and fasts in annual remembrance
of the great events and great leaders of the past.
To some extent, as in Thanksgiving uay and Christmas,
national and church holidays concur. The church, how-
ever, uses a calendar of its own, and its year begins
not with the civil year but on the i?'irst Sunday in
Advent.
xhe Church lear may be defined as an annual
cycle observed by the Christian church and based on
(1) the rehearsing of the great events and experiences
in the life of Jesus; and (2) a calendar or days com-
memorating some of the great saints of Christianity,
it has been called the "round of yearly experience
of the Christian man."*
* Lester rsracLner, manuscript notes on the christian
lear.
The purpose of the Christian lear—what it does
for the Church and its members--is excellently des-
cribed by talker ^wynne in his valuable manual, The
iv

Christian Year.
The Christian Year may then be described
ili as a scheme which provides a dramatic comemora-
ting, at special seasons and on special days, the
chief events of the incarnate uife of otir .bord.
\Zi It provides for the worshipper a well-rounded
system of scripture lessons, epistles and gospels,
and selected psalms and nymns , for the purpose of
securing what a. -Paul calls "the proportion
\ analogia J of the faith," (Rom. xii.b) that is, a
symmetrical framework invaluable to preacher and
people alike...
< 3; it recalls the main features of some noble lives
recorded in the wew Testament Desides that of our
jjora; also the lives of notable men and women in the
uhurcn-s history after these first days; showing how
Christlike were many of his servants all through the
centuries ....
Moreover (4), true to the experience of our daily
life, it provides for variety of devotional tone in
alternate fast and festival, which it makes manifest
also to the eye by means of ecclesiastical colors
adapted to the seasons.
The Christian Year is thus the skeleton on
which the Prayer ^ook and the whole system of the
Church's teaching are framed.*
* Gwynne , The Christian Year
, p . If
.
The Christian Year may also help to carry out
the process of knitting individual church members into
the Church's life, for a proper emphasis on the Christ-
ian Year may well be as important in the making of
Christians as celebrations of Washington' s Birthday or
Independence Day are in making Americans.
xhe Church Year provides, then:
fl) A yearly commemoration of the life of Jesus;
(2) A remembrance of great men whose lives contributed
to the upbuilding and progress of the Christian Church;

(3) A variety in devotions and emphasis according to
festival and season;
(4) A means of creating nhurch loyalty.
B. DAYS AND SEASONS OF THE YEAR
The ecclesiastical year, divided into cycles for
convenience of presentation, is given "below according
to the use of the Protestant .Episcopal Church.
1. The Year of Christ and the Church
Advent (beginning Sunday nearest Hov. 30)
Christmas
Jj'east of the Circumcision, Jan. 1
Epiphany (season follows the .Day, Jan. 6)
Feast of the Presentation of ohrist (Feb. 2
Septuagesima
,
Sexagesima, Q.uinguagesima
Lent
Feast of the Annunciation, march 25
Palm Sunday
Good Friday
Easter (first Sunday following full moon on or next
after march 21 )
Ascension
Whitsuntide
Trinity-tide
jj'east of the Transfiguration, Aug. 6.
2. The Year of the Saints
i^ov. 30 Andrew
Dec. 21 Thomas
vi
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Dec • 26 Stephen
Dec. 27 John (Evangelist)
Deo • 28 Holy Innocents
Jan. 25 uonversion of Paul
Feb. 24 Matthias
Apr. 25 mark
May- 1 Philip and James
June 11 uarna oas
June 24 nativity of John the baptist
June 29 ^eter
July 25 James
Aug. 24 Bartholomew
Sep
.
21 juatthew
Sep. 29 Michael and All Angels
Oct. 18 Luke
Oct. 28 Simeon and *mde
Nov. 1 ALL SAINTS
3. supplementary Church Observances
Ash Wednesday
Easter Monday and Tuesday
Whitsun Monday and Tuesday
Ember Days (Wed., J?'ri., Sat., at the four seasons)
Rogation uays (Mon., Tues., wed., oerore Ascension .way)
Independence uay
Thanksgiving Day
vii
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AIMS OF THE THESIS
1. to examine the origin and development of the
Church rear through Jewish customs and Christ
ian growth.
2. to determine the purposes, meaning and signif
icanoe of the observance of the Church Year.
3. to reach some conclusions as to the methods
and means to be utilized in presenting the
Church Year in religious Education.
viii

CHAPTER I
THE JEWISH RITUAL YEAR
A. DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY OF JEWISH FEASTS AND FASTS
oome festivals, fasts, and customs of the
Christian Church Year have developed out of non-
Ohristian religions; others have been considerably-
influenced by similar observances in the Jewish and
pagan religions. While the Christian year revolves
around one divine hero as a center, the pre-Christian
religious festivals were oased originally on the
seasons of nature, as evident in agriculture especially
(e.g. the Dionysio, the Saturnalia, the j^'east of
Tabernacles i • Since the Jewish ritual, or sacred,
year is in part the prototype for the Christian year,
it is worthy of careful consideration.
The Jews opened their civil year at the begin-
ning of autumn (at the Feast of Trumpets j, but their
church year started with the renewing of life in the
spring.
1. Sao oath . The Saooath is the most oasic of the
Jewish feasts, its function was a double one: (l)
rest from labor, and (2) a day devoted to the worship
of Yahweh. The origin of the day is uncertain, out
it is prooaoie that it is very old and antedates Jew-
ish practice. The seven day period seems to have been
obtained from a rough division of the lunar month
1

2into quarters, and early observances of the Sao oath
seem to nave Deen closely connected with the festival
of the new moon, (The shepherds once worshiped the
moon and the stars.) The Sabbath is mentioned in all
elements of the Pentatuch, and in Deuteronomy 5:15 is
referred to as a memorial of the deliverance from
Egypt. 1
1 Jewish Encyclopedia , Art, "Sabbath", Vol. X, p. 590.
£y the beginning of the Christian era the laws
which oMMt had been set up for xhe observance of: the Sabbath
were so many and so minute that they became very re-
stricting when literally kept, in the home the Sab-
bath was observed by desisting from all labor, even
in the cooking of meals, and further, by a special
blessing pronounced over the wine and the bread at
table by the head of the house.
The day of the iMew Moon 2 (Rosh Hodesh) occur-
red on the first of each month, but only assumed im-
portance in the seventh month, Tishri , when it marked
the beginning of a new civil year and was called the
Feast of Trumpets 3 (Yom Teru'ah).
2. Ureat Festivals . Of major importance are the three
great festivals of the Passover, Pentecost, and Taber-
nacles, on which all males were required to "appear
before the Lord," 4
2 lumbers 28:11. 3 Lev. 23:24; Wum. 29:1,
4 Exodus 23:14-17; 34:23; Deuteronomy 16:16,

3They are all days of ancient observance growing out of
the rites of shepherds and farmers. The Passover, or
Pesah, the first festival in the ritual year, was also
the first in point of development. Sab oath, f^ew-Moon,
and Pesah (which is the festival of the slaughtering
of the young firstling of the flock) are all survivals
of the pastoral period, .but in its other name, £'east
of Unleavened bread (Mazzoth^ the agricultural side
of the Passover is evident.
6 Jewish Encyclopedia , Art. "Festivals", Vol. V,
pp. 374-377.
"The real starting point for a study of Jewish
sacred feasts is Gn. 4:2ff (J), 'Abel was a shepherd,
and Cain a husbandman. And in process of time it
came to pass that Gain orought of the fruit of the
ground an offering unto the Lord; and Abel also
Drought an offering of the firstlings of his sheep.'
'It is,' says Wellhausen ( Prolegomena p. 89 J, 'out
of the simplest, most natural and most widespread
offerings, those of the firstfruits of the flock,
herd, and field, the occasions for wnich recur reg-
ularly with the seasons of the year, that the
annual festivals took their rise. The Passover
corresponds with the firstlings of Aoel the shep-
herd, the other three (Mazzoth, Pentecost, and
Tabernacles) with the fruits presented by Cain the
husbandman; apart from this difference, in essence
and foundation they are all precisely alike.' Thus
the passover in its origin must oe distinguished
from the three agricultural feasts."
6 Hastings, Dictionary of the aible , Art. "Feasts,"
Vol. 1, p. 8b0.
Two festivals, once quite separate, have been
combined in the Passover celebration. The name is
derived from the meaning of the root, 'skipping,'
«
'dancing,' the gamDoling of a young lamb; and then
secondarily, 'passing over' in the sense of 'sparing.'
In Pesah, the pastoral feast, the shepherds cele-
brated the eve of setting out for the pastures in the
spring and offered the first born as a sacrifice to
their god that the later offspring might be saved.
Likewise the sprinkling of blood was to protect the
flock from harm. In the description in Jixodus 12
the pastoral feast is the basis of the account while
the feast of unleavened bread is brought in incident-
ally in verses 13-20. This latter, the Mazzoth, is
of an agricultural nature, and required an offering
of the first of the barley harvest, uriginally, as
evident in Lev. 22:48 and i^um. 28:16-17, Passover
came on the 14th of Abib and Mazzoth began the next
day and lasted for seven days. Later these were
joined into one celebration, in these passages we
find mentioned holy convocations on the first and
seventh days—evidence of the custom of keeping the
feast through an octave.
The historical setting of the Passover oecomes
particularly prominent in the Deuteronomy (16:1-8)
command, and is made the real reason for celebrating
the feast. Passover has thus developed into a com-
memoration of the deliverance of the first-born in
Egypt and the flight of the Israelites.

Here the ritual of the day has some importance
educationally. At the Passover supper the head of the
house said a thanksgiving over the cup of wine; dipped
the bitter herbs into salt-water or vinegar and passed
them around; next the unleavened cake was broken and
as it was elevated the following words were spoken:
"This is the bread of misery which our fathers ate in
the land of Egypt. All that are hungry, come and eat,
all that are needy, come keep the Pascha." Then the
youngest present was asked the meaning of the obser-
vances, and his answer would explain the memorial.
The unleavened cake betokens 'Our fathers delivered
from Egypt with unraised dough in their kneading
troughs.' The oitter heros are a sign of how 'the
7Egyptians made our lives bitter.
'
7 Edersheim, Alfred
—
Life and Times of Jesus the
Messiah , Vol. II, pp. 496, 504, 505.
Moore, G.F.
—
Judaism , vol. II, p. 4lf.
The grain harvest lasted seven weeks, oeginning
with harvesting of barley at the Passover and ending
with wheat at Pentecost. Pentecost is the feast of
the fiftieth Day
—
just fifty days after the offering
of the barley sheaf, its original title was the iJ'east
of Weeks (Exodus, Dent.); also the .beast of the Har-
vest (Exodus); and it was sometimes called the Hay of
the .b'irst bruits (Num.) (usual Jewish name, Shabu'otj.
At this time the first fruit offering of the community
(#
6two loaves of new meal Daked with leaven—was requir-
ed. On this date 16th of Sivan) , it was supposed, the
Law was given to Moses on Mt. Sinai, fifty days after
ri 9
the deliverance from rigypt. '
8 Jewish Encyclopedia , Art. "Pentecost," Vol. IX,
9 p. 092; also i^. 23:16, 34:22; Dent. io:10;
hm, 28:26; Lev. 23: 10-17.
Sukkot, the Feast of Tabernacles, oT .booths,
was celebrated ls-22 of i'ishri, the seventh month.
Like the Passover this feast had holy convocations on
the rirst and eighth days, it was called as well the
Hag ha-Asif , the J?east of Ingathering. Suk&ot, bhe
Jewish Encyclopedia informs us, "becomes the mg par
excellence." nag means festival, "originally imply-
ing a choragic, rythmic procession around the shrine
of an idol or an altar, but later without specific
reference to this usage, connoting a day or season of
joy." (Procession around an altar is part of the
synagogue ritual for this feast.) The people were re-
quired to dwell in leafy booths for seven days, a
command which gave an historical setting to the feast
as a memorial of the Israelites dwelling in booths
during their wanderings.
^
10 Jewish Encyclopedia , Art. "Festivals," Vol. V
p. 374.
11 Lev. 23:39-43; also Deut. 16:13.
The agricultural origin of this feast is quite
plain. "It was more particularly a thanksgiving for
*
the fruit harvest (comp. Judges 9:27); out coming as
it did at the completion of the entire harvest, it was
regarded likewise as a general thanksgiving for the
oounty of nature in the year that had passed It
is to be a joyous season, and, in the humanitarian
spirit of Deuteronomy , the unfortunate and the depend-
12
ent are to share in the festivity."
12 Jewish Encyclopedia , Vol. XI, p. 607.
This festival was made the occasion of several
special ceremonies, including sacrifices ana a liba-
tion each day, an illumination in the Temple court on
the eve of the second day, and the waving of lulab
(willow and palm branches) and etrog (citron) on the
seventh day. ^
13 Moore, G.F*, Judaism , Vol. II, pp. 45-48.
±he observance of each of these three great
festivals, it should be noticed, was given an histor-
ical basis. They commemorated happenings in the days
of Moses. In this manner they served as a yearly in-
struction of a most famous period in Hebrew history.
3. minor Feasts . Minor Jewish feasts are Purim, on
the 14th and 10th Adar, the origin of which is des-
cribed in the cools: of Esther (it marked the deliver-
ance of the Jews from the plot of Haman) ; and the
Feast of Dedication, or of Lights, (25th Chisleu).
*
This latter day was a Maccabean creation in remem-
brance of the cleansing and rebuilding of the Temple.
14 I Mace. 4:36-59.
4. Fasts . The great fast of the year was the Day of
Atonement, a Sabbath day, on the 10th of Tishri (Yom
ha' Kippurim) . This occasion was a time of penitence
and was marked by the scapegoat ceremony, when a goat
ritually burdened with the sins of Israel was sent
15
into the wilderness. Other fasts were the Monday
and Thursday of each week.
15 Moore, Judaism , Vol. II, pp. 5b-s7; Lev. 16
and 23:27.
Summary . As a summary of the Jewish year, Edersheim
has drawn a vivid picture of its effect on the Jewish
child:
"There could not be any national history, nor even
romance, to compare with that by which a Jewish
mother might hold her child entranced. And it was
his own history—of his tribe, clan, perhaps family;
of the past, indeed, but yet of the present, and
still more of the glorious future. Long before he
could go to school, or even Synagogue, the private
and united prayers and the domestic rites, whether
of the weekly Sabbath or of festive seasons, would
indelibly impress themselves upon his mind. In
midwinter there was the festive illumination in
each home. In most houses, the first night only
one candle was lit, the next two, and so on to the
eighth day; and the child would learn that this
was symoolic, and commemorative of the Dedication
of the Temple, its purgation, and the restoration
of its services by the lion-hearted Judas the Mac-
cabee.
.Next came, in earliest spring, the merry

9time of Purim, the feast of Esther, and of Israel's
deliverance through her, with its good cheer and
boisterous enjoyments. Although the Passover might
call the rest of the family to Jerusalem, the rigid
exclusion of all leaven during the whole week could
not pass without its impressions. Then, after the
Feast of Weeks, came oright summer, riut its golden
harvest and its rich fruits would remind of the
early dedication of the first and best to the Lord,
and of those solemn processions in which it was
carried up. to Jerusalem. As autumn seared the leaves,
the Feast of the New Year spoke of the casting up of
man's accounts in the great Book of Judgment, and
the fixing of destiny for good or for evil. Then
followed the Fast of the Day of Atonement, with its
tremendous solemnities, the memory of which could
never fade from mind or imagination; and, last of
all, in the week of the Feast of Tabernacles, there
were the strange leafy booths in which they lived
and joyed, keeping their harvest-thanksgiving, and
praying and longing for the better harvest of a re-
newed world." 16
16 Edersheim, Life and Times of Jesus , Vol. I,
pp. 228-239.
B. INFLUENCE OF THE JEWISH YEAR ON FORMATION OF THE
CHRISTIAN YEAR
1. Direct Succession . As Christ himself and many of
the early Christians were also Jews, it is quite nat-
ural that the Jewish church year exerted some influ-
ence on the Christian. It seems to have been a de-
li oerate choice on the part of Jesus that orought
aoout his death at the Passover season, and again we
can see divine choice in the selection of Pentecost
for what is often called "the oirthday of the Church. "17
17 Cwynne
,
Walker, The Christian Year , pp. 24-25.
2. Change from Sab oath to Sunday . In the change from

Sabbath to Sunday there is apparently not so much a
direct substitution as the creation of a new custom.
The seven day week: was inherited from Judiasm, out as
Christ rose on the first day of the week, that day
rather than the seventh became the Christian day of
worship. Evidence of this observance exists in the
New Testament (Acts 20:7 and I Cor. 16:2). Jewish
Christians seem to have observed their own Sabbath
and also the Christian Sunday. This two-fold obser-
vance appears in the calendar of the Eastern Church
in which every Saturday except faster Even is festal. 18
We even find this practice commended in the Apostolic
Constitutions ("Keep the Sabbath and the Lord's Day
as feasts, for the one is the commemoration of the
19
creation, and the other of tne Resurrection. "
)
Dowden thinks that this keeping of the Sabbath is a
revival of the fourth century and was probably not ob-
20
served oy the earliest christians.
18 jrwynne
,
Walker, The Christian Year , p. 33. Staley,
Vernon, The Liturgical Year
, p. oO.
19 Apostolic constitutions, viii, 23; also ii, o9
.
20 Lowden, John, The Church Year and Calendar
, pp. 4,5.
3. corresponding Customs . The paralellism oetween
Saobath and Sunday is only one of several. Our Thanks-
giving Lay cele oration seems to De very similar in
purpose to the Eeast of Ingathering, though this con-
nection is not touched upon in the Grayer nook pro-
visions for the day. The sprinkling of ashes on peni-
11
•
tents, once an Ash-Wednesday custom, is paralleled oy
21
a Jewish practice. Likewise the observance of a
period of preparation oefore faster bas its prototype
in the Jewish month of preparation oefore the Passover
Hebrew practices of whitening sepulchres, and repair-
ing oridges and roads for the pilgrims who would oegin
to arrive two weeks oefore the feast, while not simi-
lar in purpose to a fast, are at least a means of look
ing ahead to the greatest feast of the year. Then we
find the injunction of the English Prayer oook that
all Persons must receive communion thrice a year,
Easter and two other days—ana the ancient rule in
France requiring communion on Easter, Pentecost, and
Christmas—a similar command to that found in Exodus
that all males must appear before the Lord at Passover
Pentecost, and the .feast of ingathering. (Exodus 23:
22
14-17;
.
21 no ore, vol. II, p. 08.
22 Staley, p.o.
The Jewish mew lear's liturgy is dominated by
the idea of judgment. Here, Prof. Moore explains,
"there are interesting analogies to this develop-
ment in the history of the Christian liturgy, in
the so-called Advent season preceding the festival
of the nativity, the thought of the church was
centered not on the approaching commemoration of
the birth of the Saviour, but on his coming as the
judge to the last assize with all its terrors, it
was a season of mourning. .. the organ was silent,
the pictures in the churches were covered; the
altar cloths and stoles of the priests were violet,
the color of mourning.. Another similarity may be
(I
noted: In the Latin Church Advent became the be-
ginning of the ecclesiastical year. rhe parallel
is the more noteworthy because the history of the
Christian Advent makes it evident that the two are
entirely independent." 23
23 Lioore , Vol. II, p. 65
(I
13
CHAPTER I: 'j?HE JEWISH RITUAL YEAR
Bibliographical i\iote :
i?'or source material in this chapter the follow-
ing works were consulted. (For complete bibliograph-
ical details of books mentioned in this and subsequent
chapters see the summary bibliography at the end of
this volume .
)
The Holy Bible , Including the Apocrypha , American Re-
vised edition.
The Apostolic Constitutions .
Moore, George i'oot, Judaism , Vol. II, Part IV (1927)
Eowden, John, The Church Year and calendar (1910).
Edersheim, Alfred, Life and Times of Jesus the Messiah ,
Vol. I.
(Jwynne
,
/valker, 'l'he Christian ^ear (1917).
Hastings, ^Dictionary of the Bible .
Staley, Vernon, The Liturgical Year (1907).
Jewish Encyclopedia (1925), Art. "Festivals" Vol V., and
others on the separate festivals.
«1
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CHAPTER II
GROWTH OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH YEAR
( Bibliographical Note :
The history of the Christian Year can "be taken tip
from four points of view: the Orthodox-Catholic, the
Roman-Catholic , the Anglican, and the American. The
last three have common sources up to the Reformation.
Best books in English are:
Hapgood, Isabel Florence, Service Book of the Holy-
Orthodox-Catholic Apostolic Church (Revised 1922),
pp. xv-xxvii and 164-265.
Cabrol, Dom, Ed., The aoman Missal (1921J
Staley, Vernon, The Liturgical Year (1907), Anglican.
Gwynne , Arthur, The Christian Year (1915;, American.
Duchesne, L., Origines du Culte Chretien, translated by
EcClure , M. L7I Christian Worship (Fifth Ed. 1923),
Chap. VIII -IX and Peregrinatio Etheriae in Appendix.
Chambers, Edmund, The medieval Stage (1903), Vol. I.
Primary sources for the Christian xear are the litur-
gies: the Orthodox-Catholic and Roman-Catholic books
given above and also The Book of Common Prayer of the
Protestant Episcopal Church (1892, 1929 ) and The Book
of Common Prayer , With the Additions and Deviations
Proposed in 1928 (Anglican) ; The i'irst Prayer Book of
Edward VI
,
Compared with the Successive revisions (1883).
kuch material was found in encyclopedias which could
not be obtained elsewhere. Those used were: Americana
,
Britannica , Catholic , Encyclopedia of iteligion and
Ethics (Hastings). ' The 14th edition of the Britannica
has omitted much valuable material found in the 11th.
Other books consulted and found useftil were:
Dowden, John, The Church Year and Calendar (1910)
Barry, Alfred, The Teacher's Prayer Book (1898)
Blunt, J. H., Annotated Book of Common Prayer (Rev. 1907)
Bradner, L., Elementary Lessons on the Christian Year
(1902), "Teacher's Helps."
Bradner, L., Manuscript teacher training notes on the
Christian Year.
Crippen, T. (J., Christmas and Christmas Lore (1923)
Byington, E. H., The Quest for Experience in Worship ,

CHAPTER II
GROWTH OF THE CHURCH YEAR
A. FORMATION OF A YEARLY CYCLE (to 400 A.D.)
The Christian ecclesiastical year has its be-
ginnings in .New Testament times with the institution
of the Lord's Lay which was celebrated as a weekly
remembrance of the Resurrection. ^ -his was before
long followed by the special yearly observance of
the Resurrection at master. Next in order of origin
come commemoration of martyrs I at scattered intervals),
such as St. Stephen and the apostles, .by 400 these
saints were being commemorated: Stephen, James the
2brother of the Lord, Peter, Paul, James, and John.
Finally, in the last half of the fourth century the
celebration of Christmas (on December 25) and Epiph-
any (on January 6) oecame almost universal, and these
firmly established tne foundations of a growing yearly
cycle
.
1 Acts 20:7
2 Encyclopedia of Sunday Schools and Religious
Education, Vol. I, p. 2t>5.
According to a document written at Jerusalem
aoout 380-386 A.D. by a Spanish lady known as Silvia
or Etheria ( Peregrinatio Etheriae ) the Christian tear
there at that time had been elaoorated into Nativity
(January 6) with octave, Presentation of Christ, i»ent,
Palm Sunday, Holy Week, Easter with octave, season of
Pentecost, Whitsunday, and Holy Cross Day (Septemoer
•
14). Probably, however, the extent of ooservance
eviaent here was not generally so great in .Europe at
this time. It was natural for these festivals to be
elaborated in the land where Christ had lived. The
appropriateness of re-enacting the events of Christ's
life at the original scene, as recorded by Etheria,
is evident. Etheria felt this and wrote:
"Illud autem hie ante omnia valde gratum et valde
admirable, ut semper tam ymni quam antiphonae et
lectiones, nec non etiam et orationes quas dicet
episcopus, tales promintiationes habeant ut et
diei qui celeoratur, et loco in quo agitur, aptae
et .convenientes sunt semper."
(Translation) "3ut what is above all things very
pleasant and admirable here, is that the hymns,
the antiphons , and the lessons, as well as the
prayers which the bishop says, always have suit-
able references, both to the day that is oeing
celebrated and also to the place where the cele-
bration is made. "3
3 Jj'rom text in Duchesne, Christian Worship , pp.
i>21-tga, 570.
At this point, aoout 400 A.D., we find the three
basic cycles of experience already evident, that is:
1. the life of Christ;
2. the remembrance of martyrs;
3. ecclesiastical seasons I such as Lent) and special
observances (of which Jioly Cross i>ay is an ex-
ample ) •
A certain complication had been thrown into the system
oy the adoption of the variable placing of Easter.
Thus to the inconvenient possibility of special Sundays
and saint's days coinciding is aaded the disconcerting
element of the movaole feasts as contrasted with the

immovable or fixed feasts like December 25. Similar-
ly the number of Sundays in two of the seasons (Epi-
phany and Trinity ) is constantly affected by whether
Easter comes early or late.
The resulting system which has oeen handed down
to us makes Christmas, Epiphany, the Presentation of
Christ in the Temple, the Annunciation, and the Trans-
figuration constant factors like the saints calendar;
while Ash-Wednesday, fiood-Friday , Ascension, Whitsun-
day, and Trinity Sunday move back or rorth with fas-
ter, hieing always the same day of the week, they must
change their dates annually, but also they keep in con-
stant relation to Easter.
The Roman Church and the Eastern uhurch differ
somewhat as to the details of their respective calen-
dars and observances. The practice of the Roman
Church, of course, principally concerns us, as we in-
herit its traditions; out the Eastern feasts and fasts
will oe taken into consideration here whenever they
affect the Koman usage.
B. HISTORY AND MEANING OF FEASTS, FASTS, AND SEASONS.
1. The Year of Christ . The Christian Church, as in-
dicated above (p. 10), chose to adopt the Jewish seven-
aay interval as a oasis for religious devotions.
There was a weekly commemoration or Jesus on Sunday
universally. In the East the festal quality of Satur-
day was also taken up aoout the fourth aentury, the
eucharist oeing celebrated that day as well as on Sun-

day. The weekly Jewish fasts on Monday and Thurs-
5
day were superceded by fasts on Wednesday and Friday.
(Such a change is mentioned also in the Didache, which
says: "Let not your fasts coincide with those of the
hypocrites, /or they fast on Mondays and Thursdays;
but do you fast on Tuesdays and Fridays." ^)
4 Staley, Vernon, The Liturgical Year , p. 60.
5 Duchesne, Christian Worship , pp. 230-221.
6 Staley, p. 22.
"The weekly commemoration of Jesus found its
development in the yearly observance of faster ;" (says
Staley J "whilst from the ooservance of master, and in
association therewith, other commemorations followed.
The beginning of the ecclesiasxical year, how-
ever, centers fittingly around the nativity. This
feast is framed by the preceding season of Advent and
the succeeding season of Christmas. Advent , (Latin
for "coming",) prepares the way for Christmas through
three to four weeks, its first Sunday--also the first
in the ecclesiastical year—occurs on the Sunday near-
est to, or on, the j?'east of St. Andrew, i^ovemoer 30.
As a preparation period it corresponds to iient and
prooaoly arose as an imitation of Lent, for at one
time it was known as Quadragesima S. Martini rrom its
inception at St. Martin's day (Martinmasj, .November 11.
7(9th canon of Council of Macon, 581.) The length of
the season varied considerably at first and was finally
adopted as four Sundays oy Gregory the ureat at the
CI
end of the sixth century (although the Greek Church
still has a forty day period).
7 Dowden, p. 77
In the Homan Church "the message of St. John
the .baptist is often repeated in the liturgy of this
season ..... The preaching of St. John has no
other object out to prepare the hearts of men to re-
ceive Jesus and His teaching.
"Such thoughts as these give to Advent, to some
extent, a penitential character, and in fact both
fasting and abstinence were formerly prescribed, .but
this severer aspect does not altogether Danish the
element of rejoicing. The church is unable to forget
that she is preparing to keep the most consoling and
joyful of all her feasts, un the third Sunday in Ad-
vent, 'Gaudete Sunday', she oreaks forth in irrepress-
ible joy . • ." (The epistle is from Philippians 4.
This corresponds to the fourth Sunday in the Anglican
liturgy. ) 8
8 The Komal Missal , Bd* Dom Cabrol, pp. xv-xvi.
In the Anglican Church Advent is not a time of
fasting, out says Staley, "it is to be regarded, ac-
cording to the more ancient view as a time of vigi-
lance, expectation, and nope, in regard to uur word's
first coming to save; and of heartsearching and peni-
tence in regard to His second coming to judge the
world." 9 The first lessons I O.T. ) during advent,
9
according to an old custom, are taken from isatah; the
epistles and gospels refer to Christ's coming in var-
ious ways: on the rirst Sunday, by the triumphal entry
into Jerusalem and the great second coming; while on
succeeding Sundays Che Scriptures and John the baptist
are used as preparatory devices.
9 Staley, The Liturgical Year , p. o7
i i
Chris tna s - the mass of Christ (a purely English
designation for the nativity, cf. Martinmas, Candlemas,
had become rairly common oy the end of the third cen-
tury, but its ODservance was divided oetween uecemoer
2o in the vest and January b in the Jiast."The two cus-
toms, distinct at rirst, were finally ooth adopted, so
that two festivals were universally observed, or al-
most so." The Armenian ^nurch
,
however, clings to
the celebration on January b to this day (except that
the use of the Julian calendar makes it really later.;"1"
10 .Duchesne, Christian worship
, p. 2t>0
11 The oTjirit of missions , .December iy3U.
rhe settling upon December 2o as the date of
Christ's Dirth is entirely conjectural. The selection
of this time seems to have oeen influenced by the
Mithras worship of the sun. The Invictus Na talis, or
birth of the sun, fell on December 2b, which by the
Roman Calendar was the winter solstice. Another
theory of the choice of this date makes it a calcu-
lation from the supposed date of Jesus' death. Accord-

ing to an old idea the annunciation and the cruci-
fixion occurred on the same date, making Christ's
years on earth come out exactly even. Hippolytus
estimated this date as oeing iv;arch 25, and thus
adding nine months arrived at .December 25. An Ar-
menian calculation placed the crucifixion on April 6,
which possibly accounts for the date of January 6
12
in the East. The pagan Yule tide celebration and
the Jewish Jteast of Dedication which both came near
this time certainly have had influence on Christmas,
out prooably not except in the manner of cele orating
the feast, it seems to me probable that the placing
of Christmas at this time of the year was to a large
extent dictated oy pagan customs of great antiquity
which demanded a festival at the winter solstice.
12 JJuchesne, pp. 261-2o3.
The picturing of the Nativity through the use
of a praesepe or creche in the church — a fine edu-
cational method— apparently goes back to the fifth
century when one was exhibited at the basilica Santa
13Maria Maggiore in Home.
13 Duchesne, Christian Worship
, p. 265.
The three martyr days immediately following
Christmas (Stephen, John, Holy Innocents) were once
used as a means of extending the feast. The Circum-
cision on January 1, a festival of Christ, was at
t
Rome originally the Octave of Christmas, but was also
observed beginning in the fourth century in Gaul and
Spain as a fast to counteract the influence of the
14
pagan carnivals on this day. At Rome there was a
festival on January 2 at which presents ( strenae —
-
15
originally ooughs from sacred groves) were exchanged.
A decree of the Council of Tours, 567, established the
observance as the Circumcision.
14 Duchesne, p. 274, 286; Staley, The Liturgical Year ,
pp\ 79-80
15 Chambers, The Medieval Stage , Vol. I, p. 24o.
Epiphany , the English Twelfthnight , is an older
festival than Christmas. The word itself l Greek) means
"manifestation" or "showing forth" and refers to the
several manifestations of Jesus:
(1) At the adoration of the wise men
(2) At his baptism
(Z>) The marriage at Cana when the first
miracle was performed.
Later the birth was also commemorated, recognizing a
belief that Jesus was exactly thirty years old when
baptised.
In the East, where this festival originated,
stress was laid on the baptism at first, later on the
nativity also. It was introduced to the West in the
fourth century, probably at Milan whither relics of
the Kings were brought about 316. In the Roman church,
therefore, the day was in honor of the manifestation
r
to the gentiles as represented by the wise men. In
some localities the name became "Feast of the Three
Kings." 16
Epiphany was first mentioned c. 194 by Clement
of Alexandria. Its character as a great festival grew
and spread until we find that c. 380 in Spain a season
of preparation or Advent lasting twenty-one days was
instituted. This is probably the forerunner of the
17later nativity advent before Christmas.
16, 17 Encyclopedia Britannica, art. "Epiphany", Vol.
9, p. 695ff.
The reason for choosing this date, as in the
case of Christmas, is a question which has called
forth several theories. An old tradition tells that
the date comes direct from Palestine, as in fact,
according to one story, the date of Christmas did
also. Possibly, as indicated above, it was calcu-
lated from April 6 on the same basis as the nativity.
More probably it is a survival from pagan rites, it
is iaiown that some heathen customs involved the pre-
senting of sacrifices or offerings to river (iods at
this time; and in Egypt it was a custom to draw water
from the Liile to fill cisterns on Tobi 11 (January 6),
as the water was then purest. That the aasilides,
Gnostics of Egypt, chose this time for remembering the
Daptism of Jesus is one conjecture. This theory is
somewhat substantiated by the Eastern Church custom

of olessing rivers and using the water for baptisms
18
on the eve of Epiphany.
18 tineyc lope dia .aritannica , Art. "Epiphany" Vol. 9,
p. 695ff.
Encyclopedia Americana , Vol. X, Art. "Epiphany"
Encyclopedia of Religion and Ethics (Hastings),
Vol. V, Art. "Epiphany"
£'or centuries this feast has been celebrated
with pageantry and dramatics ooth in the church and
in the home
.
The Epiphany is mentioned in the Legenda Aurea
as the day when Jesus was visited by the kings; when
he was baptised; when he changed water into wine; and
19
when he fed the five thousand. in the gospels in
the present Episcopal Prayer .Book: for the first four
Sundays after Epiphany the notes of manifestation are
(Epiphany Day being the visit of the wise men)
:
(1) The boy Jesus in the Temple;
(2) The Baptism;
(3) The marriage feast at Cana and the first
miracle
;
(4) Jesus as a healer of diseases.
The gospel dealing with the baptism is a change from
the older usage, for formerly this association of the
feast was unrecognized in the Anglican Communion (and
still is unrecognized in the English Prayer Book).
19 Staley, The Liturgical icear , p. 83
Two fixed feasts of a minor character are some-
what connected with Christmas, as is Epiphany. They
are associated ooth with Jesus and with his mother.
I
(
.
. . _ ; , J . - —
25
i?'irst, the Presentation of Christ in the Temple ,
also called the Purification of St. Mary the virgin
( February 2) was originally known as the"iiypapante" or
"She Meeting" of Simeon and Anna with the child Jesus
and Mary and Joseph in the Temple (Luke 2:22 J. This
occasion, according to Jewish ritual law (Lev. 12:2,4),
came forty days after birth. The law required of a
mother that she should give her first born to Yahweh
and then buy him back with a sacrifice; and that she
should present herself for purification forty days
after the birth of a son. (In the Peregrinatio the
date is February 14, forty days after Epiphany.)
Etheria makes no mention of Mary in the celebration
of this festival at Jerusalem, and according to Du-
chesne the early church at Kome made it purely a
feast of Christ. The name "Candlemas" for this day
alludes to the custom of carrying lighted candles
in procession and also to the custom of blessing
candles for the whole year at the same time. Such
ceremonies seem to have been suggested either by the
words of Simeon, "A light to lighten the tientiles"
(Luke 2:32) or by the pagan Lupercalia, or festival
of torches in honor of Ceres, held early in £'eoru-
20, 21
ary.
20 tfarry, Teachers' Prayer Jook , p. 194; Dowden,
The Church Year
, p. 48.
£1 Duchesne, Christian Worship , pp. 269-273.
«ft
The other of these double feasts is the Annun-
ciation , on Maroh 2b, which was established in the
21
seventh century. This was once the civil uew dear's
in some countries. Uther festivals or the virgin
which are kept oy some churches, and which also date
from this time, are the Assumption lor "Falling Asleep")
of the virgin on August 15 and the nativity of the
Virgin on September 8.
Another feast of Christ is the Transfiguration
on August 6. This day, removed from the calendar oy
the English revisers at the information, was intro-
duced into the American prayer oook in 1892, and is
in the Knglish Proposed aook of 1928. it was ODser-
vea first in the Ji'ast as early as the eighth century
22
and came into general use in the West in 1457.
Days the catholic i^ncyclopeaia , "It prooaoly origin-
ated, in the fourth or fifth century, in place of
some pagan nature feast, somewhere in the highlands
of Asia." After the victory gained over the Turks
on August 6, 1456, Pope callixtus ill proclaimed it
a general feast day.
22 uowden, The church *ear
, p. 43.
23 catholic flncyclo-oedia , vol. lb, p. 19.
The movable feasts of the year begin with septua -
gesima Sunday, of which the date is determined by the
position of faster, rfith Sexagesima and "oiinquagesima
,

27
the two following Sundays, Septuagesima forms a short
Pre -Lenten season akin to Lent. The Latin names signify-
respectively 70th, 60th, 50th, indicating days before
faster, ^uinquagesima is the only one which can claim
exact figuring, however. These Sundays were added in
the seventh century at aoout the time when the duration
24
of Lent became definitely established.
24 Duchesne, pp. 244-245.
The season of Lent , a time of fasting, was first
known as 3,uadrigesima , a term which survives in the
French Careme fold French Quaresme). Our word Lent is
a contraction of the earlier word Lenten, or Lencten,
meaning "Spring." Although this observance had an
early beginning, in the time of Tertullian (160-240)
25
it had a duration of only forty hours before Easter,
and its length varied considerably for several cen-
turies. Thirty-six days gradually became a common
period and it is mentioned as forty days by the fifth
26
canon of riicaea, 325. In Rome this excepted Sun-
days, and in the ^ast both Saturday and Sunday (though
not Easter Even). The extra four days were given final
authority by Gregory the Great, so that from the
seventh century on Lent definitely began on Ash-Wed-
27
nesday and lasted forty days.
25 Duchesne, p. 241; Staley, p. 191.
26 Duchesne, p. 241.
2 7 Duchesne, p. 244; Gwynne , p. 107.
*
Within the period of Lent come the special
occasions of Ash-Wednesday and Holy Week, and the
Sundays known as Passion Sunday and Palm Sunday,
Sundays in Lent are feasts, as are all Sundays, and
are not included in the forty days of Lent. Passion
Sundayi the fifth in Lent, oegins the subseason of
"Passiontide" and Palm Sunday, the sixth (the Sunday
next before Easter) , stands at the beginning of Holy
Week. Palm Sunday observances originated in Jeru-
salem (see Peregrinatio Etheriae) and were not common
28
in the West till the eighth or ninth century.
28 Staley, p. 86; Lowden, p. 40.
Ash-Y/e dne s day , on which Lent begins, is so named
"from the custom of blessing ashes made from palms
distributed on Palm Sunday of the preceding year, and
signing the cross with them on the heeds of those who
knelt before the officiating minister for the purpose,
while he said, 'Remember, man, that thou art dust, and
29
unto dust shalt thou return.'" This is still a part
of the Roman liturgy.
29 Blunt, Annotated Prayer Book , p. 91.
On Palm Sunday begins the record of events of
Jeaus' last week in Jerusalem. The triumphal entry
was on this day. There were once two masses for this
day, of which one was devoted to blessing the palms
(a remnant is still preserved in the Koman liturgy).
*
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday before Easter, although
provided with special collects, epistles, and gospels,
have no special names. Maundy Thursday gets its title
from the mandatum, or mandate or command, of Jesus at
the Last Supper, This command is now frequently taken
to be either to "do this in remembrance of me," or else
"a new commandment ... that ye love one another" (John
13:34). But formerly it was thought to be the man-
date to wash one another's feet ("If I then, the Lord
and the Master, have washed your feet, ye also ought
to wash one another's feet". John 13:14) This there-
fore, accounts for the old custom of washing altars;
and of popes, kings, and oishops washing the feet of
poor men on this day. Also this occasion was chosen
for the bathing of catechumens oefore the faster bap-
31tism. The original three masses of this day were
intended for (l) commemoration of the holy communion;
(2) the blessing of oil; (3) reconciliation of peni-
tents •
30 (iwynne
, p. 112; Staley, p. 88.
31 Barry, Teacher's Prayer Book
, p. 114.
Good Friday , the day of crucifixion, in now
widely celebrated by the three hour service and thoughts
of the cross. This day and the preceding were spec-
ially observed from a very early period.

faster .Even for Holy Saturday), following the
ancient custom, is still used as a special day for
baptisms. The collect recalls this in its opening
words: "Grant, Lord, that as we are baptised into
the death of thy blessed Son." In the iiast this day
is called the Great Sabbath, and, contrary to usual
Eastern practice for Saturday, becomes a fast.
The chief note of the Lenten season is peni-
tence. This can be plainly seen in the Ash-Wednes-
day collect (which, according to Prayer Book in-
structions, is to oe used every day until Palm Sun-
day] .
"Almighty and everlasting God, who ha test nothing
that thou hast made, and dost forgive the sins of
all those who are penitent; Create and make in us
new and contrite hearts, that we, worthily lament-
ing our sins and acknowledging our wretchedness,
may obtain of thee, the (iod of all mercy, perfect
remission and forgiveness; through Jesus Christ
our Lord."
The collect for the First Sunday in Iient brings in
further meanings: fasting and self-discipline.
Lord, who for our sake didst fast forty days
and forty nights : Give us grace to use such abstin-
ence
,
that, our flesh being subdued to the Spirit,
we may ever obey thy godly motions in righteous-
ness, and true holiness, to thy honour and glory,
who livest and reignest with the Father and the
Holy 'orhost, one ^od, world without end.
Finally we find Lent also a season for special devotion.
It is frequently marked by increased personal devotions
and self-sacrifice, and by more emphasis on worship and
religious reading on the part of the churches.
In his chapter on the Festivals Duchesne tells
us that Lent is first mentioned chiefly as preparation

for "baptism, or the absolution of penitents, "or as a
season of retreat and recollection for the faithful
living in the world." 32
32 Duchesne, Christian Worship , p. 242.
Lent has been of prime significance in religious
education practically from the time of its inception.
In early Christianity converts were baptised on faster
Even and then immediately confirmed so that they might
have their first communion on faster Day. Lent was
used as a period of instruction for the candidates,
or catechumens as tthey were called, and Holy Week be-
came a time of special preparation and ceremonies for
them.
Etheria records in her Peregrinatio that candi-
dates presented themselves in Jerusalem at the begin-
ning of Lent and received instruction from the bishop
three hours per day until Holy Week. H'or five weeks
he interpreted the scriptures and in the sixth taught
them the creed. The Apostolic Constitutions (III, lb,
16 J also mention similar proceedings.
Duchesne describes the general arrangement for
baptism in the early church. "At the beginning of Lent
the names of those who were to oe baptised on faster
Eve were written down. Luring these forty days they
were obliged to be present frequently at church in
order to undergo exorcisms and to hear preparatory in-
struction on baptism.

"It was at faster, in fact, that baptism was
ordinarily administered, and that, too, from the
earliest times ( Tertullian, ue Baptismo , 19). The
33
vigil of master was devoted to this ceremony."
33 Duchesne, Christian 7/orship , p. 293.
(Failing this aay, Pentecost was the latest
suostitute day, and it "came soon to be regaraed as
a second baptismal festival. The Roman Church re-
stricted baptism to this period." In the i^ast
Epiphany--the festival of Christ's baptism— was
used for baptisms, gradually it became the custom
to put Christmas and other festivals on the same
33footing. )
In some sections the catechumens received a
special absolution on i.aundy Thursday and oil was
34
olessed on this day to be used at their baptism.
Baptism came late on faster live and confirmation
followed early on faster morning.
34 Ibid, chap IX.
These customs lead Duchesne to see the probable
origin of Lent in preparation for baptism. '
3a uuchesne , note on p. 332.
36 The Roman Missal for Holy Saturday includes five
services
:
1. Blessing of new fire, the Paschal candle,
and incense (fire is a symbol of Christ J.
2. Keading of the Prophecies (12 0. T. lessons
stressing baptism)
.
3. blessing the font.
4. Litanies.
5. Mass and Vespers (This was really at dawn on
Easter;
.
<
faster Day is the continual focal point of Lent,
In fact that great day is well surrounded with special
observances. As Lent prepares for Easter Lay, so the
season of faster carries out the spirit of joy result-
ant from the event of the day. Likewise master Monday
and Tuesday correspond on the joyous side to the two
sad days preceding faster, oays Staley,
'The greatness of the faster solemnity, as a special
occasion for the administration of Baptism and the
reception of the Eucharist, called for appropriate
religious surroundings in regard to time, ooth
anticipatory and retrospective. The reception of
divine grace bestowed in the life-giving oacraments,
with which Easter was so clearly associated, called
for ooth previous preparation and for consequent
carefulness of living— the gifts prepared for must
oe guarded when received: bounds must be set, sur-
rounding the Easter festival. Hence came the ob-
servance of Lent oefore, and of the fifty days of
Pentecost after—a period of mourning followed by
one of rejoicing, the latter culminating in the
rinal and crowning commemorations of one Ascension
of Christ and the Descent of the Holy ^host.* 37
37 Staley, The Liturgical Year , pp. 22-23.
Easter vay itself is the determining factor in
the whole series of movaole feasts, its date is cal-
culated as the first Sunday after the faschal moon, or
full moon coming on March 21 or next thereafter, and
may vary from March 22 to April 25 (see Tables in
Prayer dookj. This dating caused great controversy in
the early church. The Eastern Christians of the second
century wanted to keep the feast on the 14th of -visan
(Jewish Passover) no matter on what day of the week it
came (for which they were called the Quarto decimans
i
(
The Western Jhurches on the other hand, wished to
celebrate the Sunday following this dats as ifiaster.
.Finally at the Council of lMicea, 32o, the controversy
was settled in favor of the West, out the privilege
of deciding the proper day of the full moon was left
38
to the bishop of Alexandria.
38 liwynne
,
Chap. XII; Duchesne, p. 237
The old name of faster, "Pascha", follows the
Latin and ureek from the Hebrew "Pesach." The Anglo-
oaxon "Easter" is derived from "Eastre," a Saxon
Goddess, and recalls the spring festival of the Saxons.
Their April, according to ^ede, was called ^ostur-
monath.
39 £>arry, Teacher's Prayer so ok
, p. 12b,
40 ixwynne , The christian xear , p . o D
.
following faster Day the season n>as tertide ,
lasting forty days until the Ascension, represents
Jesus' final days on earth. This is primarily a time
of rejoicing over the resurrection, and in a minor
way, a period of preparation for Ascension and ..'hit-
41
suntide. originally the whole period of fifty days
oetween faster arid Whitsunday was kept as one season
and callea .ne "Pentecoste . " Irenaeus
,
Tertullian,
and Urigen seem to have understood the term in this
manner, and it is evident that Pentecost as a festival
4.?
was not marked by much ceremony at first. ^.t
c
Jerusalem in . theria's time master was followed by an
octave, and the season of Pentecost was marked oy an
omission of all fasts. i'he present ttoman custom recog
nizes a "Paschal time" from faster to Trinity ounday.
41 .tfarry, Teacher's Prayer oook , p. 132.
42 Duchesne, christian .^orsniu , p. 240.
The celeoration of Ascension uay dates from the
fourth century, m Augustine's time it was universal
43
and ranked with £.as .er and Pentecost. it be-ins
the ten aay period of Ascensiontide.
43 wynne , The Christian Year
, p. 69.
i'he great feast of Pentecost or WhitSunday
follows Ascensiontide. The change restricting the
name Pentecost to one day was sanctioned by the Ooun-
44
cil of Alvira in 305. Our name Whitsunday has a
disputed etymology. According to Skeat ( Etymological
Dictionary ) it comes from White Sunday (supposedly
from the old custom of baptismal candidates wearing
white robes at this occasion) • Others see in it the
Saxon word "wit" meaning "wisdom" and referring to
the "Spirit of wisdom" which came to the disciples. 40
44 Dowden, The Church *ear
, p. 40.
4b (xwynne, pp. 71-72; Staley, The Liturgical Year , p
Whitsunday to us means the coming of the Holy
Spirit and the beginning of great missionary activity.
Whitsuntide in Oriental and Roman branches of the
Church has always been the final season in the year.

36
The octave, Trinity Sunday, was not recognized "by that
name in England till the time of Thomas Becket (12 th
century)
,
although it was in the Low Countries in the
tenth century. The Roman Church did not adopt it
till 1334, and with them it is still as well the first
Sunday after Pentecost. 4^ Counting Sundays after
Trinity is an Anglican custom; in some other churches
the final season is Pentecost. The Sundays after
Trinity may number from 22 to 27, according to the
position of Easter. The last one, the Sunday next
"before Advent, is also referred to as "Stir Up Sunday"
from the first words of its famous collect (which
housewives used to take as a hint to stir up their
Christmas plum puddings):
Stir up, we beseech thee, Lord, the wills of
thy faithful people; that they, plenteously bring-
ing forth the fruit of good works, may "by thee he
plenteously rewarded; through Jesus Christ our
Lord.
46 Dowden, The Church Year , p. 46.
Un the Thursday following trinity Sunday the
Koman Church cele orates the important feast of Corpus
Chris ti in honor of the Holy Eucharist. 1'his origin-
ated in slanders end was instituted for the whole
church in 1264. . i'he office and mass were composed by
47
Thomas Aquinas.
47 Cabrol, The Roman Missal
, pp. o7o-o76.

2. Saints 1 Pays . Thus far we have considered the
greater occasions and observances of the church year.
The calendar of saints, which is always fixed as to
dates, varies consideraoly in different churches. The
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States has
retained only a few, and its calendar will be prin-
cipally followed here.
The conversion of St. Paul is commemorated on
January 25; St. Matthias (who was elected in Judas ! s
place) on February 24; St. Mark on April 25. On May 1
Philip and James are remembered, apparently because on
that day in 561 a church was dedicated in their name. 4
In June the 11th is dedicated to .Barnabas , the 24th
has been kept as the nativity of John the Baptist (six
months before Christmas) since the fifth century or
earlier, and the 29th honors St. Peter. St. Peter's
day was originally l fourth century) kept as an anni-
versary of the translation of the relics of Peter and
Paul to a place on the Appian Way, but later it was
49
made into a celebration of their martyrdom. St.
James' day is July 25, St. Bartholomew's August 24,
St. Matthews' September 21.
48 Duchesne, Christian Worship, p. 282.
49 Duchesne, p. 277.
September 29 is the feast of St. Michael and
All Angels . When this was first celebrated in the
sixth century it was devoted to the Angel Michael
50
alone. The honoring of other angels was added in

1661.
50 Duchesne, Christian Worship , p. 276.
51 Staley, The Liturgical Year , p. 125.
In October on the 18th is St. Luke the Evangel-
ist's day, and on the 28th the day of St. Simon and
St. Jude. By legend Simon and Jude worked together in
Persia thirteen years and were martyred there.
52 Dowden, The Church Year , p. 67.
i^Jovemoer 1 is the great occasion of the festival
in honor of All Saints , it has been generally observed
53from the middle of the ninth century. in the Greek
church it comes the Sunday after Pentecost; and at Home
it was held at first on May 13 as the anniversary of
the conversion of the Pantheon to a Christian Church,
610. it is, says 'Jwynne , "a day which should not
be confined to the remembrance of the great saints and
Martyrs of the whole Catholic Cnurch, or of national
or local churches, out of all uhose devout and unnamed
or unknown servants of ood who 'have departed this life
55
in His faith and fear.*" The previous day is popular-
ly All Hallows live, or Hallowe'en.
53 uowden, p. 126.
£4 Caorol, The Roman Missal
, p. 10o6.
55 liwynne , The Christian Year
, p. 87.
The new American Prayer isook attempts to raise
the dignity of this day through the use of a "Proper

Preface" in the communion service, corresponding to
proper preraces tor the feasts of Christ. There is
now also an octave for this celebration, as in the
Roman Missal.
The turning point oetween the old and new
ecclesiastical years is at. Andrew's Kay on novemoer
30. As he was one of the first two disciples who
followed Jesus, this position of his feast is appro-
priate. This is the only feast of an apostle claiming
06
to oe the anniversary 01 his death.
06 Staley, The Liturgical *ear , p. 115; John Vv'ords-
worth, Ministry of crace
, p. 419.
St. Thomas is rememoered on Kecemoer 21, and
following Christmas come the three martyr days, St.
Stephen l 26th), St. John (27th), and Holy Innocents
(28thi . Two of these three post-nativity festivals
had earlier forerunners. The feast of Stephen, the
first martyr, has been common since the fifth century.
St. John's day in the fourth century was used to
commemorate James also. Kecemoer 28 originally was
devoted to Peter and Paul, but they were transferred
to June 29 and since the fifth century Kecemoer 28
has been assigned to the ttoly innocs&ts, the baoes
slain according to jierod's order when ne sought to
kill Jesus.
t>7 Staley, p. 117-118; Kuchesne , Christian worship ,
pp. 26D-268.

"The practice of commemorating the lives of
Christian saints seems to have originated in the
holding of services beside the grave of martyrs on
the anniversary of their deaths. Be have accounts
of these in the martyrdom of Ignatius, bishop of
Antioch (d. A.L. 115), Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna
(d. A.D. 166), and the martyrs of Lyons and vienne
(d. A.D. 177). S. Peter and 3. Paul were commem-
orated very early, and on the same day, June 29th,
and it is to oe regretted that the English revisers
of the Calendar omitted 3. Paul on that day, leaving
his conversion on January Eoth as his only memorial,
a feast which cates only from the ninth century. 1 '
58 tfwynne , The Christian ¥ear , p. 79.
3. Other Observances . A few observances of a special
character still remain to be cite a. The Kogation
Days ( aays of "asking"), the Monday, Tuesday, and
Wednesday oetween the fifth Sunday after faster (Ro-
gation Sunday) and Ascension uay, form a short period
of penitence and fasting within a season of joy. They
were first instituted by iviamertus
,
.bishop of vienne,
in the fifth century, because of calamities which oe-
fell hid city. The litany was used at this time and
soon it oecame the custom to pray for olessing on the
crops and fruits of the earth. Today this period has
a rural note particularly appropriate to remembrance
Ci
of the people who till the earth to provide our food.
59 Staley, The Liturgical Year , p. 206.
"The Ember Days at the four seasons" are the
three fast days of the week, Wednesday, Friday, and
Saturday, coming after
1. .first Sunday in Lent,
2. Pentecost,
3. September 14 (Holy Cross Lay),
4. Lecember 13 (St. Lucy's Day).
An old rime goes
:
"Fasting days and Emberings oe
n
Lent, .vhitsun, fiolyrood and Lucie."
60 Staley, pp. 201-204.
The ?;ord "emoer" may oe from the Anglo-Saxon
"ymbren" or "circuit" fSkeat, Etymological Diet , p. 188) ,
or else from the merman oluatember ana the Latin wuartour
Tempora (Four reasons). They are days of penitence and
prayer in connection with ordination, and date from the
fifth or sixth century. b ^ Their origin is sometimes
traced to a reminiscence of the feasts of pagan Kome at
the four seasons; sometimes to Mosaic institutions. (In
this regard the September Ember Days may oe cited as
recalling the reading of the law by Ezra at the Atone-
o2
ment ana the feast of Tabernacles.
61 Oabrol, The ttoman missal
, p. 12
o2 laid. p. 622
r
A feast of national origin recognized by the Am-
erican Prayer nook, is Thanksgiving Day , it is to oe
held "the first Thursday in wovemoer, or such other day
as shall be appointed by the civil authority." We may
trace such a day to the English Harvest Home , and
untimately to The J?'east of Tabernacles
•
in the new American Prayer Hook the growing recog-
nition of other national days in churcnes is provided
for. independence Lay has its own collect, epistle,
gospel, and lessons; special Psalms are suggested tor
national festivals and national fasts; and the table of
lessons includes "A memorial Lay," "Independence i>ay,"
"thanksgiving nay," "Other national and state festivals,"
"National and state fasts," "the beginning or end of the
civil year."
C. HQS PURITAN REACTION
Having grown to sucn a rich state of development
by the time of the Reformation, the churcn iea.r was one
of the examples of show and pomp and elaborate celebra-
tion which some of the reformers despised. Ualvin con-
fined religious exercises 1,0 Sundays ana uhe Puritans
were particularly nostile to noly days in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.
Hooker arose to a defense or the system ana pointed
out in his Ecclesiastical Polity that "even nature nath
taugnt the heavens, ana brod the Jews, and Christ us,
that festival solemnities are a part of the puDlic exer-
(
cise of religion." Further on he says, "The very law
of nature itself, which men confess to be (rod's law, re-
quireth in government no less the sanctification of times
• it 6
than of places, persons, and things, unto '^od s honor.
63 Hooker, Ecclesiastical Polity , Bk. V, Ch. lxx (p.
494, Keble's Ed.)
64 Ibid. p. 497.
What they feared, according to a quotation in Hooker,
was the "great danger of bringing in some evil and corrupt
opinions into the minds of men." But Gwynne calls our
attention to facts that the Puritans were "themselves
sticklers for their own self-appointed fast-aays, ana
tneir own unscriptural view of the oabbath. In 1644 the
Puritan Parliament passed an ordinance strictly foroid-
ding the observance of all holy days, and appointed a
solemn fast to be held on Christmas JJay, alleging that
the festival was originally of heathen origin, 'i'he law
required every one to go to work, and that every keeper
of a closed shop should oe brought before the judge and
punished. I'his condition lasted for sixteen years." DD
65 Hooker, Bk« V, Ch. lxxi , Sec. 1.
6 6 iwynne , Vhe Christian Year , p . 8
.
Christmas apparently bore the brunt of the attack.
In Christmas and Christmas Lore Crippen devotes a chapter
to "Puritan Hostility to Christmas." He explains,
i'he Puritans thought that festivals of mere human in-
stitution, when thus exalted above a -sabbath of divine
ooligation, oecame objectionable, and had better not
be observed, xhe first two otewart kings, on the other

hand, sought to extinguish the rather austere Puritan
Sabbath by encouraging Sunday games, and to this end
put forth the notorious nook of Sports, This declar-
ation of war against the Puritan ideal provoked an
assault on all those church festivals which were thus
put in open competition with the baobath; and as
Christmas was the most popular of them all, on it
were poured out the vials of fiercest indignation.
Pamphlets were puolished in which it was declared at
once heathenish and popish, and its ooservance was
declared to be sinfuli
The violent reaction against Puritanism led
to the degradation of a great christian anniversary
to a mere heathenish iuletide holiday; and instead
of the old carols to the praise of the r>abe of Seth-
lehem, the Cavalier rhymesters poured forth rollick-
ing songs to the praise of 'Plum pudding, goose,
capon, minced pies, and roast oeef.* 67
67 Crippen, Christmas and Christmas Lore
, pp. 88, 93.
I'he effects of the Puritan point of view seem to
have prevailed in Protestantism in America until recent
years. .tJven now there are still many churches which
hold no services on Christmas uay. At present the em-
phasis appears to be moving hack towards the position
of the Anglican Church, jyington sees a tendency in
non-liturgical churches to ooserve the Church lear, to
the extent or trie ounday nearest Christmas, master,
Palm Sunday, and Holy /Veek. "The American church ¥ear,"
he says, "is being followed more and more generally,
assigning Sundays to Christmas, master, and other im-
portant events in the life of Jesus; to the leading
68patriotic days; and to the seasonal perioas." "A few
observe the Advent season, the four weeks before Christ-
c
mas, and the anniversaries of Jesus' baptism, transfig-
uration, ascension, ana also Pentecost. As each year
an increasing number of churches give special attention
to these days, and as none, having commenced, seem to
drop them, it Iooks as though this tendency might oe
far reaching and permanent." b9
68 j^yington, The Q-uest for Experience in worship ,
p. 187
69 rsyington, p. 135.
(Note: The Proposed Anglican Prayer ^ook of 1928 would
enrich the year by reviving the place of St. Mary Mag-
dalene's Day (July 22) in the liturgy. This was in the
first Prayer ^ook:, Edward VI' s, only. Another interest-
ing change is the addition of a second collect for the
Circumcision, recognizing it as civil Uew Year's Day.),
<
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CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF CHURCH YEAR OBSERVANCE
( Note on Bibliography :
Sources for the stufly of the psychological and
curricular bases of church year observance were found
in the following books
:
Soares , T. G.
,
Religious Education (1928)
Strickland, F. L., Psychology of Religious Experience
(1924), Chapters IX-X.
Suter, John, Open Doors in Religious Education (1931)
Scudder, Vida, The Social Teachings of the Christian
Year, (1921)
Vogt, Von Ogden, Modern Worship (1927), Chap. I.
International Council of Religious Education, The
Development of a Curriculum of Religious Education
,
Bulletin Ho. 101 (Revised 1930).
Christian nurture Series, The Christian Seasons
(especially Part I of this course )
.
General familiarity with current curricular
materials and methods and with recent experiments
(to be mentioned later) was also found heljiful.j
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CHAPTER III
AN ANALYSIS OF CHURCH YEAR OBSERVANCE
A. WORSHIP
1, Cele oration. Primitive religion centered around
festivals. At the seasonal festivals man sought to
propitiate the gods for fertility or for harvest.
Great events in the lives of individuals— births,
puo^rty, marriages, aeath--called forth celebrations.
Certain ceremonials came to be attached to certain oc-
casions until definite customs and ritual were demanded
at suen times. iiJven in our own modern age the orig-
inal joy and celebration of Armistice .Day have been
perpetuated in an annual holiday which seems likely
to be permanently devoted to world peace,
l'hat cele oration is significant in our life
today is orought out oy Vogt in i.iodern .Worship . He
says :
Cele oration is a prominent aspect of ordinary
life. in the nation' s life, special holidays are
set apart for the remembrance of founders and
heroes, victories and deliverances and other as-
pects of civic good fortune. vhe old-fas/uoned
agricultural fair and the new-fashioned industrial
exhioit, together with the occasional larger ex-
position, constitute cele orations of the resources
of the land and the achievements of toil. Much
of the char o " domestic life centers about in-
timate family cele orations • A man gets a raise
in pay, and ta&es his wif • out to dinn r. just
for a little cele oration. Mrth and wedding an-
niversaries are made occasions of festivity.
Puolic noli cays are cu.. tomary opportunities for
the heightened realization of family and personal
connections. 'I'he religious holidays contribute a
powerful tone to the spiritual temper of a people.
In these cele orations , life is perpetually read-
justed to i^s principal centers of reference
r
50
They are not composed merely of the trivialities
of light pleasure , but often rise to the quality
of an august measurement of time and the signifi-
cance of events ana persons.
The celeorati n is an occasion of vivid
recollec " ion. It remembers again the original
event which has become important in the life of
persons or of nations. The celebrations of a
people thus oecome at length the description of
its pnilosophy of life, the definition of those
things which are most highly valued. Yet the
cele oration is also an occasion of vivid present
enjoyment. The past event is recalled and cele-
brated not from a sense of duty but largely as
an opportunity for a new festival occasion.
Sometimes the original significance of the event
celebrated is all out lost in the perpetuation
of the custom for its own sake. This leads to
the multiplication of insignificant and unworthy
cele orations , which very fact is ample testimony
to the prevailing desire for life as it is realized
in celebration. If people are so prone to un-
worthy festivals how must more might they be led
to those which are highest and purest. 1
1 Vogt, modern ./orship , pp. 5-b
In early Christianity there was a weekly re-
membrance of the death and resurrection of Jesus and
one great annual feast of the uay of ftesurrection.
Christian worsnip in its very beginnings was thus a
form of celeoration of a certain event (even though
the weekly aspect of such celebration was influenced
oy a Jewish custom of worship.) Sunday worship in
modern times is likely to be held in protestant churches
without any attention to this original remembrance.
The point of the ceremony is to worship Cod and not
essentially to consider the sacrifice of Christ.
Asiae from this, nowever, worsnip is still a form
of celebration.
*
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2. Ritual . The ritual of worsnip grows out of
the continual observance of a certain ceremony in a
certain fixed way. through its sameness it has the
advantage of jeing more easily followed ana partici-
pated in 3y those who either have no printed rorms or
are unable to read. Groups can learn a ritual and
follow it through together without directions having
to interrupt the ceremony.
inus the ritual tnrough its pow r or suggestion
tends to merge the individual with the mass of
the worsnipers, to suppress for the time the
more critical judgment process and to induce
appropriate emotional feelings. In this way
ritual tends to create an atmosphere in which
the mc ivi dual finds it easy to worship. That
form of pujlic service is most effective which
sends tne largest number away feeling that they
nave oeen in an atmosphere where it was easy
to approach (iod in a fellowship of the spirit.
2 Strickland: Psychology of rteligious Experienc e, p. 22
In order to inject variety into ritual, mse is
mate or varying associations such as the seasons, the
months, or great historical or legendary events. jy
such variety the dangers or too much tormality are a-
voided.
joth celebration and ritual are the rulfilment of
natural desires or man. There is a time for celebrat-
ing which is better tnan other times jecause of its
associations . Likewise there is a way or performing
some ceremony which is thought better because of
previous use tnan some untried way. These two are so
frequently combined that they are often inseparaole.
Christmas to many people would not celebrate Christ's
(
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nativity if none of the usual customs were observed.
Easter would not "be Easter if it were changed to a week
day, thus breaking the common association of church-
going with ounday. To those who are accustomed to
attending a church service on Christmas Day the dis-
covery that some churches do not even hold service on
that day is rather startling.
In view of this natural desire for celebration
and form the church can hardly afford to neglect a
wide use of them. This can be done to a large ex-
tent through the Christian Year— in ways which will
be discussed later. The observances of the Christian
Year provide a common basis for celebration among
denominations ana among nations , which in these days
of inter-communication and worla friendships is val-
uable •
3. Symbolism ana Art. In the appeal to the emotions,
whicn is manifestly the appeal of celebration and of
worship, all the senses of man can join. The more
senses appealed to, the greater will be the emotion,
the more profound the experience and subsequent
memories. For this reason festal-tide is incomplete
without the appeal to ear, eye, smell, taste, and
perhaps touch. The harvest feast probably meets
these requirements best—expressions of thanks,
decorations, food, contact with friends and relatives,
all have their share in the emotional success of the
feast, likewise ax Christmas we have our special
music ana carols, our gifts and sweet-smelling decorations
»1
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our characteristic dishes and candy. The church
has its festival music, hymns , decorations, and in
some cases the communion service, and even incense.
The Christian Year can be made particularly
strong in its appeal to the emotions in the ritual-
istic churches. The ritual becomes more elaoorate on
the great days. There are special hymns for all oc-
casions. The hangings, oook marker ribbons, and
priestly vestments change according to aay ana season.
Ail symbolism oecomes more prominent.
Symbolism is to be found in hymns, in pictures,
in the liturgical colors, in the various fixtures of
decorations, and in the gifts of the church to its
people. As certain symbols are associated with
certain occasions, they may, through suggestion,
increase the emotional feeling of that occasion, but
undouotedly their value is almost lost when their
religious meaning is not understood.
without the symbol (says Strickland) re-
ligious experience would "be quite impossible....
The 'things that are seen are temporal while the
things that are not seen are eternal,' to quote
the great apostle's words. if, therefore, the
'eternal things' are to oe real, it must be
through those mediating instruments, the sym-
ools--those objects of sense through which the
richest treasures of experience are made avail-
aole. 3
•
3 Strickland, Psychology of Religious Experience ,-p.241
Works of art, so often a form of symbolism, may
(I
be made a vital part of the worship experience. Vo
quote Strickland again:
.Beautiful objects in the sur-
roundings tend to evoke complex emotional re-
sponses of a sort which intensify religious feel-
ing, reeling is so very important an element in
religious experience that anything which in-
creases it is of value in the structure of wor-
ship An art ooject arouses emotion through
its power to call forth memory images and mean-
ings, it is thus in a very true sense a sym-
bol. These memories and meanings are a part
of the vast mental oacKground upon which we
depend so constantly to give present experience
its meaning The power of works of art when
used as symools in worship is therefore the
power of suggestion • ^
4 otricKland, Psychology of Keligious Experience , p. 234
The appeal to the emotions, which is so dominant
on special occasions, needs to be complemented in wor-
ship with the appeal to the intellect, i*'rom our point
of view we will want to ask of any given service, is it
educational? Is it taking care of the future as well
as the past and the present? Does it inspire the wor-
snipers with a desire to be more Christlike? The
Church Year may be used to help take care of these
points. A careful examination of prayer book or missal
will indicate that there is a definite teaching for
each Sunday or holy day and as well a special thought
for the whole of a given season. Jj'or instance , Advent
is devoted to Preparation for the Coming of Christ, and
the theme of the first Siinday in Advent is introductory:
Christ's Cora ng- -Past and suture. Preparation for His
i(
b5
Second Coming is emphasized: specifically the fight
against evil. The instructional value of the dunaay
themes is particularly evident during the Trinity
season, when the needed qualities of the Christian
life are stressed. Here the "collects, epistles,
ana gospels form a fine illustration of the educa-
te
tive influence of the Church's service."
5 L. Bradner, The Christian Year , p. 90.
in the introduction of the Christian oeasons
(of the Christian nurture oeries) the importance of
the Christian Year for the child is beautifully brought
out
.
Primitive man met liod through nature. The
spring bursting with life, the sun energizing
the earth, the ingathering of fruits suggest-
ing the offering of a grateful heart, all these
were made venicles of communion with the .Divine,
jince the time when grace and truth were revealed
in Jesus Cnrist, however, the yearly calendar of
religion has been aligned to His Life instead of
to equinoxes ana solstices, ana the seasons of
nature have given place to the seasons of His
human experience. not inanimate nature, out
the nature of the incarnate one has been the
vehicle of communion, and the sun of Righteous-
ness has determined the year of Christian living.
The Church used this age-long correlation,
now centered in Christ, as her broadest, sim-
plest type or teaching. To unlettered men,
through the centuries, she has spoken of u-od
by the recurring seasons of uhris ian joy and
Christian penitence. The great feasts have for
centuries been part of the child's life; the open
portals inviting his further penetration of the
mysteries of worship, the kindly pedagogues which,
like the law of old, led him to Christ.
in short, the Christian rear is religious
education in words of one syllable, as it were,
>'I
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and the easiest gateway through which any child
may pass into the fuller comprehension of
Christian experience, as that experience sums
up and hands on the spiritual wealth of the past...
The christian Year becomes the Church's inter-
preter to the child. °
6 The Christian reasons (1924) pp. xi-xii.
B. AREAS OF INTEREST
Through seasonal notes the Church Year can
touch a variety of interest and deal with a number
of qualities demanded of the religious man or child.
Preparation, peace, goodwill, missions, self-denial,
prayer, life and death, gratitude, etc., can all oe
applied to seasons or parts of seasons. in connec-
tion with both seasons and special days there can
often be appropriate pageantry ana liturgy with the
interests ooth creative and historical that these
involve . Music and hymnology also have their dis-
tinctive relations to the Church Year. Pictorial
art in its many forms--pictures , models, old masters
and new creations alike—find many connections with
the festivals and worship themes and can be used
7
seasonally as well. finally we have the broad
field of recreation with which the festivals are
always so intimately involved.
7 oee Clarke, j/orship services for Kindergarten and
Pr imary Children
,
for illustration of this.
Consider the areas of experience outlined by the
•
International Council of Religious education as a
basis Tor noting the extent of the possible relations
of the church Year with life.
8 bulletin no. 101, nevised 1930, pp. 47-57
1. Health Activities . It is worthwhile to discuss
or think of this question: sf what benefit are the
festivals physically and mentally? joy ana happiness
necessarily contribute to good health and for this
reason are valuaole to sick and well alike. why do
we remember sick people particularly at festivals?
2. Educationa l activities. The home, the school, and
the church can each make use of the festivals and
seasons in nistory, recreation, character building,
pageantry, ana other ways. Christmas forms the best
illustration of the possibilities of this point, vhe
festivals maKe good focal points for educational pro-
jects.
3. Economic Activities. We must consider: To what
exten"; is ana can christian celebration of holy days
oe affected by com ercial use of these days? Is the
closing of stores on 'orood Friday from 12 to 3 of any
value? do we ouy our Christmas candy from factories
conducted accoraing to christian standards? A special
missionary season ,ay have its effect on international
trade relations and betterment of conditions of other
peoples
4. vocational .activities
.
Here the church iea,r is not
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of much account except as its observance helps one to
take a Christian view of one's vocation,
o. Citizenship activities, The proper celebration of
church days may work towards the unification of the
home, the church, the community, the nation, the world,
jjoes Christmas really help to make Peace on earth,
good will to men," and if not, why not? (As joares
so veil points out in religious Education (p. o9 I
the church is the one institution for the whole com-
munity--ail ages, all kinds meet there with one pur-
pose--particularly on festal days.;
6. Kecreations
.
Holidays—religious or state—are
usually play aays . Many a game, many a gathering is
traditionally connected witn one of the great festi-
vals .
7. dex, parenthood, family Life . Festivals are ramily
as well as community cele orations . They oring the
family together in common interests ana endeavors,
and likewise the sexes.
8. General iiife in the ^roup . wording together in
special enterprises connected with seasonal and
festival projects anc tasks brings social solidarity
ant' affords opportunities for development of Christian
charac ter.
9. f riendship activities. Fellowship anc missions are
necessarily a part of the proper observance of the
Church Year.
10. Aesthetic Activities . Art of all kinds
—
pictorial,
musical, aramatic— looks to the festivals for inspira-
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tion and the Church Year in turn looks to art 1'or help
in cele oration.
11. Specialized, Keligious activities. The life of
Christ and Christian duties are the foundation of the
Year. Lent is a time of special devotional activity.
C. OBJECTIVES.
The Church Year, however, is no more of a basis
for curriculum oy itself than is .bible study by itself.
When we do use it, how does it measure up with out
objectives in religious education? Take first, for
example, the obj ectsy adopted by the International
Council.
9 Bulletin uo. 101, pp. 38-46.
1. "Religious education seeks to oster in
growing persons a consciousness of Cod as a reality
in human experience, ana a sense of personal relation-
snip to Him." Loes the uhurch Year foster a know-
ledge of Cod? The Church Year, through its con-
stand relation to worship should assist in cringing
communion with cod; and further, in its foundation
on the life of Jesus, it should help one to know Cod
as revealed in and by Jesus.
2. "Religious education seeks to develop in
growing persons such an understanding and appreciation
of the personality, life, and teaching of Jesus as
will lead to experience of him as oavior and Lord,
9
•
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loyalty to him and his cause, and manifest itself in
daily life and conduct." Does it increase knowledge
of the personality, life, and teachings of Jesus, and
loyalty to him? The Christian Year with its founda-
tion on the chief events in Jesus' life cannot help
but emphasize this point. Jesus' teachings are fre-
quently brought out in the goepels for the Sundays
and his teaching should be emphasized in the study
and activities incident to the celebration of the
festivals. Through sermons and service projects the
attempt should oe made to carry over into daily
modern life.
3. "Religious education seeks to foster in
growing persons a progressive ana continuous de-
velopment of Christlike character." Is Christ-
like character aeie loped through the Church fear?
The collects, epistles, ana gospels during the
Trinity season stress the Christian way of living
and there is abundant opportunity for this in
projects and activities which may be connected
with the Christian Year.
4. "fieligious education seeks to develop in
growing persons the ability anc. disposition to par-
ticipate in and contrioute constructively to the
ouilding of a social order throughout the world,
emoodying the iceal of the fatherhood of Gk)<3 and
the brotherhood of man." Does it help to build a
social world order? That its wider aaoption aids
church unity is evident; ana its missionary portions
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should help create world brotherhood. The festivals
with their service projects provide opportunity for
further development of the kingdom of (iod.
5. "Religious education seeks to develop in
growing persons the ability and disposition to par-
ticipate in the organized society of christians
—
the church." It should help to bring -partic ipa tion
in the Church by bringing people into closer touch
with the church on the great festivals ana in Lent
oo th tnrough worship ana through more opportunity for
personal service on behalf of the church. Much can
be planned for these occasions which will interest a
larger number of people and secure a larger measure
of response than in the regular everyday course o'f
events
.
6. "Religious education seeks to lead growing
persons into a Christian interpretation of life and
the universe; the ability to see in it iiod's purpose
anc. plan; a life philosophy ouilt on this interpreta-
tion." The collects, epistles, and gospels present
such an interpretation. This type of interpreation
ana life philosophy should be further developed
through adequate discussion and handling of problems
created by celebration of the festivals and Christian
fear activities.
7. "Religious education seeks to effect in grow-
ing persons the aoSimilation of the best religious
experience of the raee as effective guidance to present
t
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experience." Knowledge of the Bible is increased
through systematic readings throughout the year, and
through the use of riible stories connected with the
festivals and fasts. An adequate examination or the
manner or celebration in other ages ana countries,
should aad to the growing person's Knowledge of re-
ligious experience.
Again, the o objectives or religious education are
sta ed by outer as follows:
"It is tne special ana primary concern of re-
ligious education to help people to Know, love, and
worship tneir heavenly father. 1'his is our first
educational aim.
"And the second is like unto it: To love one's
neigh jo r. This means that we want to arouse &n
the same people, old or young, the will to care for
eat fairly, and serve generously the earthwide
human family —Cod's family— the great brotherhood
of men, women, and children, to do good unto whom
is to do good unto the Lord." 10
10 Suter, open Doors in Keligious Education, p. 29
In using the Church 3fear we are first concerned
witn worship of Sod and through it are constantly in-
terpreting God ana helping people to love hmm. Loving
one's neighbor is an equal concern that comes through
special themes, church Year projects, and the use of
common festivals.
Some will undoubtedly object that while the
Church Year may be useful for worship, it has nothing
to do with the actual development of Christian char-
acter, or that in its emphasis on the life of Christ
an personal purity it fails to have any special out-
comes. As in the case of any material of the curri-
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culum, the answer is : it depends on how it is need.
A large book: could be written on the teachings of
the Tear, and as regards the social significance
of them Vida Scudder has published The Social
Teachings of the christian Year. In the prayer
book liturgy only the collects for cood Friday
pray for people or conditions outside the group
where the prayers are used, and hence the church
Year collects are not social in the widest sense,
^ut these are a small portion of the material of
the Church Year. The Year has definite times for
missionary and social thought; and many service
projects are easily related to the great festivals.
Let it be remembered, however, that just as the
puolic schools do not tea ;h history and civics only
by holiday programs, so, all considered, the Church
Year is not bo be used alone.
in judging our usage of the Church iear in re-
ligious education we shall need to ask concerning any
particular practice
:
fl) Is its use in this situation in line with the
objectives of religious education?
(2) Does this usage nelp to meet some real need or
interest in christian life?
(3) Does the connection of this practice with the
Church Year increase the value of the practice or
of the Church Year?
•
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Summary .
For what is the Church Year valuable then?
(1) In .7o rship : (a) it supplies those festal days
so keenly cherished and needed by man.
lb) It provides for variety in scriptEKe readings,
hymns, prayers, liturgy in devotions.
(c) It supplies themes for days and seasons.
(d) it is instructional.
(2) In Church and Community Life : (a) It unifies
Christians
;
( o) encourages church li&ya.lty
;
;
(c) gives more point to service projects;
id) brings about a greater religious use of
dramatics and art.
(3) In Family Life ; fa) celebrations;
(b) makes common interests;
(c) affords greater opportunity for Christian
home teachings.
(4) For the individual: fa) celebration;
(b) a focal point for his enjoyment of great art;
(c) opportunity for greater social contacts;
(d) instructs in the Christian way of lining..
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uHAPTER IV
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHURCH YEAR IN THE
CURRICULUM
(Bibliograpnical Note:
This chapter has its sources largely in curriculum
materials, some of the material covered was found to
oe considered also in brewer, Nurturing Young Churchmen,
which was published while this chapter was in prepara-
tion, and i have quoted from this, book in some places.
Suggestions and historical material were also found in:
Chambers, Edmund, The Ivied ieval Stage (1903), Vol. I.
G-wynne , Arthur, The Christian Year f"l91u)
Gilman, F. J., The Evolution of the English Hymn (1927)
Hartshorne
,
Hugh, Worship in the Sunday School (1912)
Julian, John, Dictionary of iiymnolcgy (1907)
Sampey, J. R., The International Lesson System (1911)
Soares, J. S., Religious . .aucation (1926
J
CURRICULUM MATERIALS (courses and worship services):
Huntington, ".7. R., questions on aoth Testaments for
the Two Divisions of the Christian Year (1066)
Howe , hi. H., The Creed ana the Year (1887T
Beckwith, c. M,, The Trinity Course of Church Instruction
(1900)
Bradner, L, , Elementary Lessons on the Christian Year
( 1902)
Harrower, Pascal, The Story of the Christian Year (1905)
Patterson, Mary, A Key to the Chart of the Christian
Year (1907)
V/alden, i* •, The Sunday School Prayer nook (lb62, 1866)
Huntington, .7. R., The Church Porch, A Service Book and
Hymnal for Sunday Schools (1874, 1882)
3oard of Education, diocese of Massachusetts, A Curriculum
for Sunday Schools , 1912 (Revised)
Diocese of Rhode Island, The Standard Curriculum (1911)
G-eneral joard of religious Education, The Standard Cur -
riculum for the schools of the Church, 1912, 1913)
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CHAPTER IV
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CHURCH YEAR IN
THE CURRICULUM
A. EDUCATIONAL USE OF THE CHURCH YEAR IN WORSHIP
The use of the Church tear for teaching purposes
is probably almost as old as the Church iear itself.
Apparently in Jerusalem in Etheria's day ^ it served
this purpose among others admirably well. The liturgy
of the mass in that part which changes constantly is
intended to oe instructive; and many of the old hymns,
carols, and dramas connected with the festivals also
partook of an educational nature.
1 See beginning of Chap. II.
The general theme of teaching running through
the Year is well summed up in words from the prayer
book as used by Grwynne
.
As the church leav feom Advent to Trinity
presents to us step by step the great drama of
Redemption, from "the mystery of the Holy incar-
nation, the Holy nativity and Circumcision, the
Baptism, ^'astingi and Temptation, the ^gony and
.oloody oweat, the cross and Passion, the precious
ueath and burial," on to "the glorious insurrec-
tion and Ascension, and the coming of the Holy
Chost," thus completing the fulness of the revela-
tion O; the love and mercy of orod in three sacred
Persons of the Holy Trinity; so, for the remainder
of the year, the uhurch presents to us the prac-
tical side of the Christian Life as the necessary
fruit of such a glorious faith. The collect,
Epistle, and u-ospel for the Tirst Sunday after
#
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Trinity, with their thought of "strength" and
"weakness," "help for the keeping of uod's com-
mandments," ana the love of iiod and our brother,
or the absence of it, sound the keynote of all
the Sundays till we reach Advent once more, 2
2 uwynne , 1'he Christian ¥ear , p. 73f.
The first English Prayer itook of 1549 is probably
also the earliest systematic English instruction in the
Church iear. with subsequent revisions it has served as
the main source for protestant education in the church
Year up to the present times, uuring this period, par-
ticularly since 1800, the collection and use of festal
hymns and carols has grown to large proportions, some
hymn books now devote large sections to hymns for special
days and seasons in the uhurch lear
.
i'he chief object of the use of the church ieav
has been obviously a two-fold one: (1) celebration, and
(£) enrichment of worship, soth these aspects fall with-
in the modern aims or religious education, ^rof. coe
,
in i'he Social Theory of Keligious Education , notes another,
that "the christian festivals have oeen effectively used
for centuries as a method of popular instruction in
scripture story and church doctrine." i'he need of this
today is less evidant. fie now have Sunday schools, con-
firmation classes, ni ole classes, and easily obtainable
books to serve the purpose, unt what aoout those people
who are either unwilling or unable to get the benefits
of classes and of home reading? It is certainly unwise

to ignore this group, furthermore, readings from scrip-
ture are a recognized part of almost all our worship
services ana ao not orainarily suffer oy oeing suojected
"do some system such as xhat of the christian lear.
3 p. 318
Ministers of the Anglican communion since the
oeginning of the nineteenth century have often based
their sermons on the teachings of the epistle or gospel
for the aay. Reginald Heber, the first compiler of a
christian Year nymnal, was also the first to publish
4
his sermons on the church Year (1822). .Phillips
.brooks ' puolished works contain one volume on sermons
for the uhurch Year , £ven now one can hear in an
Episcopal church sermons on Advent, epiphany, Whitsun-
day, etc., as topics, in addition to the usual Christ-
mas and master serions or addresses.
4 Julian, dictionary of nymnology
, p. t>03.
B. j^DU'J^TlOlUiL J3E OF i'HE CHURCH YEAR AS iJ'EoTAL
CELEBRATION
uther txhan tne factors already mentioned, what
part has the uhurch played in tne actual cele oration of
its own holy days? rhe christian festivals have ao-
soroed, or felt the influence or, much that is pagan
though also originally religious. some customs so
•
absorbed nave oeen ua^en over into enure n life , wmle
others remain as ooservances of nousenola ana general
eommiuiity life. Those which received ecclesiastical
adoption were given christian interpretations and
priestly encouragement, in fact the religious side
of the great noly days was apparently once dominant.
People stopped work to go to church and to take part
in celebrations sponsored by the clergy, tableaux,
pageants, dramas were enacted for religious reasons.
iteligious legends, repeated from mouth to mouth and
from year to year, oecame part of the holy-day lore.
Ancient community ceremonies which the church found it
expedient to take over indicate again the natural zest
of the people or cele oration—a zest which the church
5
could not afford to ignore.
5 Volume I of Chamber's The Medieval Stage is abundant
evidence
.
In England this religious observance of holy days
received a severe jolt at the hands of the Puritans.
The pagan influences which they detected and used for
an excuse grew rather than diminished under their perse-
cution. JJ'estal cele orations passed over into the hands
of guilds, of town councils, and of schools (where they
had already received some attention) . With the separa-
tion of church and state in this country this process
has meant the separation of church festal celebration

from community celebration, frequently eliminating from
the church a large part of its educational influence.
Prof. So ares of Chicago, in his oook Religious Educa -
tion, laments this change where oy the school is using
festivals which were formerly the educational opportun-
ity of the church. 6 To meet this he suggests a possible
correlation of church and school work at the great
•7
festivals
.
6 Religious Education
, p. lo2.
7 Ioid. pp. 163-165, 171. See also Chap. VI of this
the sis.
Developing equally with this change has come the
emphasis on nationalism and holidays of purely national
interest, some of which (like Thanksgiving uay) also
have a religious interest. , !he evangelical churches,
not oeing encumbered with a church year, have r.ade con-
tinual use of all such national days in their education-
al curriculum and worship, out usually with more or
less duplication of regular community exercises. 8
8 There is a proolem here, edna Acheson sums it upin ^Religious Education and our National Holidays"in
;
he P
?:
1
^
im Elementa ry Teacher for *'eoruary, 1930
rVol.^IV, No. a, p. 83). "How to cele orate specialdays in a church school puzzles many religious edu-
cators, especially do the national holidays-
Lincoln's and Washington's birthdays, Flac Dav,Memorial Day, and the fourth of July—perplex us.Such organizations as our ^oy and brirl Scouts or ourpuolic school interpret the events in our nationallife ana give meaning to national symbols. what can
a church school group do? Shall they ignore theholidays? Can they assume that the children's his-torical Knowledge has religious value. Must ihey
%
introduce a new series of stories or merely give a
new interpretation to old subject matter? How can
one shoot religious meaning through our national
history?" Miss Acheson's article suggests one solu-
tion.
i'he modern revival and extension of the use of
the Church Year would indicate among other things that
churches have felt a lack which they believe the Church
Year will help them to meet. -j-he added recognition of
some popular observances in the already existing Church
Year calendars (such as Independence Day in the American
prayer dock: and i.ew Years in the English) show on the
one hand the effort of the church to take a greater
part in the everyday life of its people, as of old.
The wider use of regular church days indicates on the
other hand the recognition of the value of claiming
these days for modern church life.
That the church has been neglecting a fine educa-
tional opportunity of which it could have made more use
is thus fairly oovious. in the face of this neglect
have grown up the puolic and private school programs
centered around the great festivals. This now leaves
to the Church the opportunity to emphasize and attempt
to carry out a true Christian and religious celeoration
of Christian festivals and seasons. The adoption of
national days like .Vashington ' s oirthday into the
church program serves a purpose— the purpose of recog-
nizing national life in the church and of making nation-
alism religious. iut the employment of such days as

focal centers in place of the church festivals is hardly
to be justified by modern objectives in religious educa-
tion.
0. THE GROWTH OF CURRICULUM MATERIALS
Recognition of the Church Year in bunaay school
courses has oeen confined mainly to Christmas and
Easter, and it has been only in the lower grades that
these were used as focal centers, .because of the
shifting date of Easter (possible range Maroh 22-April
25) the incorporation of Easter material into the
course forms an undeniable problem, iilso in courses
written for the Episcopal Church the accompanying change
in length of seasons may cause some need for adjustments.
However, many episcopal courses have attempted to make
use of a definite lesson for each possiole Sunday in
the year, oome have even oeen cased on the Christian
Year.
~
H
'ifty to 76 years ago ihe inclination was to have
an Epsicopal course oegin with Advent. One such, en-
titled Questions on ^oth testaments for the vwo Divis -
ions of the Christian Year (by Wm. R. Huntington, 1866),
devoted Part I to a life of Christ running from Advent
to 'frinity Sunday; while in part 11 Old Testament bio-
graphy is taken up during the Trinity season (aoout
half the year 1. 9 The plan for individual lessons in-
cluded an appropriate hymn, of which the author says
in his Preface: "the selections of sacred poetry appended
to the several lessons have been gathered with some

carefulness, and in each case have a oearing on the
topic of the day." The lesson proper consisted of
the -usual ^ible memory passage and questions and
direct answers or si ole references. This is apparently
one of the better courses of its day, but is naturally
suoject to the limitations of the catechetical type of
teaching.
9 See oelow reference to a christian Year service oook
by the same author.
Another question and answer course , which came
out in 1887 from the hands of Reginald Heber Howe, used
a new system. Entitled rhe Jreed anb the xear , it at-
tempted a correlation of the Creed and the christian
Year, and as well was arranged to start at the begin
riing of autumn rather than at Advent. he Preface says
1st, it is intended to De begun ana is there-
fore so arrange a, upon the reassemoling of schools
in the autumn, after the summer vacation; not at
Advent as is the case with most Question- books
.
2d, it is Dased upon the fact tnat the -reed
and the Church tear very strikingly run along to-
gether in parallel lines, so that, following the
Creed, and oe ginning in the Autumn, we find our-
selves a -: each point upon the subject appropriate
to tnat period of tne Christian Year. j?'or example:
On the ounoays preceding Advent we are on the
doctrine of wd, His being, His fatherhood, etc.;
at Advent and Christmas on Jesus Christ, His Con-
ception ana z>±rth; during Lent, on His Sufferings
and ueath; at faster and Ascension, on nis glorious
nesurrection and Ascension; on Whitsunday, on the
doctrine of -.he Holy chost ; on trinity Sunday, on
the doctrine of the Three in cne ; and on the Sundays
after trinity, until we reach our starting point,
on the Christian Life.
10 This idea in its main substance is used again in
The Christian seasons of the Christian iMurture seri
<
with the turn of the century much new and imuroved
material on the Church Year was made available. The
Trinity Course of ilhurch instruction (1900 ) by C. M.
Beckwith of Galveston, Texas, contained four grades,
two of which are centered entirely upon the Christian
Year, tirade 4 took up the Sundays and Holy uays
through "Che collects, epistles, and gostpels appointed
for each of the days. it gave the teaching of each
season and day, and the suoject of each epistle, gospel,
and collect, oome use is made of the Creed basis of
Advent-Trinity and of the commandments during the
I
Trinity season, oeckwith, it is interesting to note,
advocated trained teachers and suggested indivioual
pro -res s as fast as possible, regardless of Sundays
,
and a school commencement uay at faster. unlike many
previous authors he supplied no fixed questions, no
rigid guides for tne teacher.
in 1^02 with the appearance of Elementary .Lessons
on the christian Year oy Lester liradner (a series of 30
lessons for ages 10-12 J came a new wealth of material.
The lessons, not assigned to particular Sundays, in -
eluded the use of collects and appropriate hymns for
memory work; a list of pictures for use with lessons;
periodic reviews; and "Teachers' Helps" consisting of
the historical and oiograpnical material and the thought
and teaching of tne various days ana seasons as found
in the collects, epistles, gospels, and hymns. Today
this oook is chiefly valuaole for these Teachers' Helps,
(
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which are just as useful (except for prayer cook re-
visions of a minor character) as they were when first
puolished. 11
11 Some of the interpretations given are rather inter-
esting. The purpose of Advent is "to teach us to
appreciate Christmas and to nelp us prepare for this
inner coming of Christ." The second coming of
Christ is inward and spiritual. I p. 67) "Epiphany
stands to us today as the season in which we think
of the many sidedness of the Christ nature and its
adaptation to the varying needs of humanity, partic-
ularly that part as yet unleavened oy Christianity."
fp. 75) "On Ascension uay the church keeps in mind
not only how deep is the sympathy of i^od with human
life... out also that the uivine, eternal, heavenly
life to which Jesus was returning is something in
which we can share, even here and now (see collect)
oy the rignt use of our affections and our minds."
fp. 86) Whitsunday— "From this season we can learn
how <^od continually inspires and teaches men, and
how He brings tnem near to Himself." fp. 8c).
A course put out oy the i\iew York Sunday school
Commission and written oy Pascal narrower, in 1905,
The Story of the Christian Year , maae suitaole source
material on the iear to put in tne xiands of pupils.
This served as a supplement to some other course, or
as a unit of work by itself, in thirteen snort essays
the suoject is very simply covered for pupils of 8-9
years, illustrations are included in the leaflet, out
they are of such poor quality artistically as to De
harmful rather tnan helpful.
12 uf this xielpful manual a total of 53,000 copies
haa oeen sola oy 1917, ana 07,000 oy 1951.
(
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Meanwhile ueaconess Patterson had published her
chart of the Year with an explanatory oooklet as an aid
to the teaching or the system by ministers, superinten-
dents, and teacners. The elaborate symbolism which it
included made it somewhat complicated, but at least it
helped to make the seasons more graphic in providing
handwork for the pupils.
As to non-Episcopal courses, the old International
lessons seem to have been constructed with very little
or no thought of the festivals, rsrewer, in nurturing
Young Churchmen
,
points this out as one of the "grave
defects" in this system when used by Episcopalians.
"What seemed insufferable was the incongruity of teach-
ing about the resurrection, for instance, in the Aavent
season, and about the Epiphany wise men on one of the
Sundays after Trinity. It was the christian Year that
placed the decisive writing on the wall— 'found want-
13 p. 21f. Compare, however, criticisms of the Christ-
ian .Nurture series in the next chapter.
Sampey in The International Lesson System (1911)
speaks of the four objections to the system citea by
Secretary xtandolph in Id 78. une of these was "that
they were not arranged with reference to the 'church
year.'" But the Committee chose to ignore this criti-
cism. "As to following the 'church year', the Committee

adopted the method preferred by the great majority of
their constituency , being unable to meet the wishes of
the liturgical and the non-liturgical churches in one
and the same series of lessons, "his policy cost the
support of the Protestant Episcopal Church in the
United States and precluded the winning of the Church
of England to the uniform Series." 14
14 p. 120
let by "1892 the Lesson Committee decided to
place the lessons from the Gospels in the first six
months of the year, in order to relieve the denomina-
tions that ooserved the 'Christian iear 1 by putting the
birth of Christ at the beginning of the year, and not
bring his death near Christmas." ^
15 p. 135
Published worship services for the Sunday School
,
before 1917, occasionally made some use of the seasons
and festivals through the year, ror instance: The
Sunday school Prayer ^ook of i'reaawell .'/alden (Boston,
1862, 1866) provided specially written collects and
appropriate responsive readings from the uible for each
season. 1'he Church j^orch, A Service Book and Hymnal
for Sunday Schools (Wm. R. Huntington, M* Y. , 18 74,
1682 J went further. Besides including a series of
services for the Sundays of a month, it gave complete
«t
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services for each season, in 1912-1913 rmgh hartshorne
directed the worship services at the Jnion School of
Keligion and published the materials used in Manual
For Training in worship and worship in the Sunday .school .
He picked out five attitudes or feelings to be cultivated
in worship: gratitude, goodwill, reverence, faith, loyal-
ty. £ach of hese was made the theme of a six-weeks
group of services for the whole school. "Gratitude
"
led up to Thanksgiving i>ay; "Goodwill" centered on
Christmas; "Reverence" and "Faith" preceded faster.
His purpose was to develop attitudes and to rationalize
these attitudes, the following of the church iear being
used apparently as a convenient and an appropriate
method of arranging the subjects.
The curriculum of former years has also made some
use of the Christian rear in the form of uhristmas oox
projects, .Lenten missionary offerings, special Lenten
programs, festal dramatic productions, the use of fes-
tival materials in worship, special parties and games--
uses which seem to be increasing rather than diminish-
ing. All churches have doubtless erred at one time or
another in not stressing the Christian and educational
values of such programs, children have not oeen given
the oenefit of sharing in the plans, or poor motives
have been used, or the conduct of parties and games has
on
ignored the effects on character, orAstill other oc-
casions the program nas oeen a duplicate of those in
secular institutions. in fact some have oeen guilty of
t
all these faults at once. Particularly noticeable is
the treatment of Christmas cele orations where oy baint
Mcholas (Day, December 6) or santa ulaus takes the
place of Christ whose birthday forms the cause of the
festivities
.
-he old curriculum as we have sample a it nere was
mainly iniormationai. it assumed that ooys a nd girls
filled with knowledge aoout tne til ble and the Church
would be good christians and good church:, en. it assumed
that adults who had the teachings or Jesus read and ex-
plained to them would go ana live according to these
teachings, uccasional Thanksgiving and Christmas pro-
jects of sharing were entered into with more or less
understanding of tne purpose involved. Aims were im-
perfectly understood or not even formulated. There were
certain knowledges a person was supposed to have and
certain objects towards which he was expected to con-
trioute. sy his response to these he was judged as a
good christian or not. .according to such ideas the
value of studying the church's year was the resulting
knowledge of the events of the life of Jesus and of
certain teachings of the .oiole. it also helpea one to
understand tne v/orship of the church.
in tne old curriculum many areas of experience
received very little attention, recreation was but
poorly guided and then usually only in connection with
Christmas, i.eans for increasing the understanding and
appreciation of the various types of art were rarely
employed, family life very seldom was considered.
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A study of the year as a separate course never
became very popular. Jfamphlets on 'standard curriculum"
put out by the diocesan boards or the general j>oard of
Keligious education during the first fifteen years of
the twentieth century either ignore the subject or in-
dicate that it is to oe merely supplemental material,
in tne otandarb uurriculum for the ochools of the uhurch
set forth oy the general noard in 1912 the grade for
age 9 has as "Lesson Material" "Old Testament biography"
and as supplementary "Church .knowledge 11 "the uhristian
tear ana tne oatecnism explained.'' The Massachusetts
pamphlet (revised 1912) in describing tne Junior Depart-
ment says : "Throughout this period the use of the Prayer
Book should oe taught, the ceremonies and usages of the
Church explained ana emphasis laid upon the significance
-I £
of the Christian Ye.r." Jut the Qhristian Year is not
suggested as lesson material and no books are recommended.
Rhode island, a notable exception, suggests four books
or courses on this subject as standard for grade 4, age 9.
16 A Curriculum for ounaay Schools
, p. 7.
17 The Standard Curriculum (1911), p. 9.
»
f
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summary
The Church Year has long served as a system
on which to organize religions teaching. The
Puritans gave it up, hut the Church of England and
the Protestant Episcopal have for the past century
insisted on its use. it has provided inspiration
for hymns, sermons, and lesson courses.
Evangelistic churches, which at first had no
church year, have paid some attention to Christmas
and master of late, rhey have commonly included the
national holidays in their program. At the same
time day school education has usurped the field and
taken over the celebration of festivals once the
educational opportunity of the church.
In curriculum materials up to 1917 the uhurch
Year was a subject of attention in the Episcopal
Church, but not in the international Lesson system.
Although a few good courses were written to teach
the Christian Year (two of which still find some use
today) , since 1900 the subject seems to have been
generally treated as supplementary to Bible, prayer
book, and catechism courses. In the Episcopal
Church the Christian Year was certainly not neglected
and in spite of some misuse was often employed in
religious education as profitably as it is today.
•i
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CHAPTER V
i'HE CHURCH YEAR IN THE MODERN CURRICULUM
A. RECENT USES (Since 1916)
1. Some Curriculum Guides Examined
Two lesson series in common use today are worthy
of special examination for the use made of the Church
Year, -first, in the official series of the Protestant
Episcopal Church, The Christian nurture oeries (first
published 1917, revised 1924, 1930 J , we should expect
to find a good and adequate use of the Year in the
curriculum, since this Church makes so much use of the
Year in its worship. The kindergarten and grammar
school courses all provide lessons to be used on par-
ticular Sundays of the Church Year (except in the
trinity season) , and have an "elastic element" to
make the courses fit the changed position of festivals
and oundays from year to year. in general the great
festivals are treated in the younger grades with ap-
propriate Jible stories and simple schoolroom activ-
ities, in the older grades the relation is not strict-
ly adhered to. J^or example, it was pointed out in
1922 that in the Life of our Lord "some of the inci-
dents were not in proper sequence and the correlation
of the narrative with the Christian Year was not al-
ways good, for instance, the birth of Christ was a
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lesson of the 1'rinity season." 1 Prof, it, 3. Smith
found that in church worship and membership (grade 6)
the many Old Testament stories do not always fit the
Church Year, in fact, "often the lesson story and
the point in the church year where it is placed pre-
sent ideas that are irreconcilable."^
1 Brewer, Nurturing Young Churchmen , pp. 112, 113.
2 Smith, The use of the i.ld Testament in Current
Curricula
,
p« 227.
The Christian seasons ( grade 5)^ used the Creed
for a background and followed the life of Christ. Efat
"the central picture of the Christ... is designedly set
in a framework which supplies an introduction from the
lives of the Old Testament and a sequel from the lives
of the apostles. In the Old Testament the chief place
is given to Jeremiah as the most Christlike of the
4prophets ..."
3 The course came out for trial use in 1916 only after
some doubt as to its value in the series. A note in
the author's copy says: "I wrote this book to prove
that the subject of the Christian fear was worthy of
a place in the curriculum which later came to be
called Christian nurture. That claim had been chal-
lenged on the ground that all which was needful to
know aoout the christian Year could be learned as
supplemental study with some other topic."
4 First edition, 1916, p. x.
"Six great notes of feeling," corresponding to
the seasons and again to the ureed are emphasized, as
follows: Advent --iiixpectancy ; Christmas --Joy at

Appearance; Epiphany--Wonder at .Discovery; Ltnt--
-ftndurance (of Hardship); master- -Triumph; Ascension
and '//hi t s Tintide- -Power. Ho attempt is made to teach
the Trinity as such on Trinity Sunday.
in the revision of 1924 the course was consider-
ably altered. The Old Testament approach in the early
lessons was revised and made to include a "moral lad-
der" of Christian virtues, and the jnerbartian method
of lesson organization was incorporated. These fea-
tures have possibly upset the effectiveness of the
course as originally issued, uf the new introduction
it is said, "The theme for the introductory lessons
is supplied by those basic natural virtues which are
part of the instinctive belief of all races. These
are taught by means of stories that bring out the
child's faculty of Judgment, and by application of the
virtues to the immediate problems in his own life....
The basic virtues .. .are discovered, one by one, in the
life of our Lord. Thus, Christ is shown to verify and
guarantee all the good that man has come to believe by
himself ." b
b The Christian seasons , 1924 edition, p. xiii.
Uf the original introductory lessons ( twelve cid
Testament lessons; Prof, smith says, "The attempts to
provide for expressional activities are neither numer-
ous nor successful, and the efforts to relate these

lessons to the creed and tne church lear seem rather
far-fetched." 6 it is doubtful if the revised lessons
are any real improvement in these respects.
6 ami th , The jse of the cla Testament in current
Curricula
, p. 22 7.
The new introduction, the so-called "moral lad-
der" (helpfulness, diligence, fraternity, courage,
prayer, stewardship, truthfulness, honesty, self-con-
trol, obedience), is in keeping with the teacnings of
the Trinity season in which it comes, out it is not
properly a basis for the study of the christian xear.
The added aim for the course to inculcate "the chief
moral principles of Christianity" somewhat conflicts
with the original aim to cultivate appropriate feelings
for the worship experience of each feast, fast, and
season.
The themes for the sections as announced in the
titles for seasonal emphasis I in the revised edition)
are not always well chosen, as can be seen by reading
the introductions under these themes, advent, for
which the subject "Expectancy" was chosen is also
Preparation, and from an educational point of view it
is Preparation which needs to be stressed. Christmas
is entitled "Fulfilment," b$t the explanation makes it
clear that Joy is the real note. The final section,
from Palm Sunday on, is called "Triumph," but in real-
ity it takes up the power of Jesus as seen in his
4
everlasting presence among men.
The Christian reasons seems to recognize the
idea that experience is more important than informa-
tion, for it said, "the child. .. should be taught to
feel his way into worship, and into fellowship with
the incarnate Son.... i*he point of these lessons,
then, is to put into the life of a child of ten
years of age a very simple but telling picture of
what the great incidents in Christ's life mean, as in-
terpreted in worship and in the apostle's Greed, it
is not an institution or a formulated doctrine which
is to be imparted, so much as a feeling about a few
simple but cardinal facts of Christianity.
"
7
7 First edition (1916), pp. ix-x. The 1924 edition
cuts all but the firwt sentence of this quotation.
The course loses a big opportunity by not sug-
gesting more definite service projects to be connected
with the seasonal themes. The average teacher and
pupils are not as resuorceful in this way as the text
assumes, furthermore, once a project is adopted, sug-
gestive guidance is advisable. The course also fails
to make good use of recreation, family festal celebra-
tion, and of religious art (certain pictures which are
provided are poor).
The Christian Seasons apparently tries to meet
generally accepted oojectives of religious education,
its met-.od of doing this, however, could be much
(
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improved, especially in the application of christian
principles to life. The course as a whole does at-
tempt to meet a real need in the life of the child:
the need of finding in Christian worship fellowship
with Christ.*^
8 The .Department of religious education of the Diocese
of Massachusetts published in 1929 supplements for
this course (entitled Massachusetts i-anual no. 19
anfi 110 . 20 J . There is a supplement for teachers
suggesting additional projects to be carried out,
additional pictures, and pupil readings; and a new
pupil's manual reviving the daily uible readings and
weekly questions and assignments. Of the teacher's
supplement 500 copies have been sold; of the pupil's
2000 copies.
The Christian nurture oeries as a whole showed a
great advance over former courses, it definitely
widened the scope of teaching by its five-fold plan
of information, memory work, church loyalty, devotional
life, and christian service. These five elements were
brought into each lesson (see correlation Table in
The christian seasons for example J.' a'or instance, for
the third Sunday in Advent we find The Christian
Seasons providing:
information- -ot. John the baptist as a Treacher of
repentance, ^t. Luke 3:1-20.
Memory .Mork- -Advent grayer. Sundays in Advent,
church Loyalty--St. John saptist Day, June 24.
nevotional Life --advent Trayer.
christian service --continue work for missions.
Christmas living Plan.
9 The soard of iteligious Education said regarding the
plan for the series t Church ideals in gdu^ation
,
p p. 18): "To control life it is necessary to do more
»
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than impart facts. virtue is not the invariable
and necessary sequence of mere knowledge. Education
in religion is the production o£ Christ-like living.
...neither a complete knowledge of the Bible , nor
yet a perfect acquaintance with ureed. Catechism
and Liturgy will make a man live religiously unless
he can feel and act as one in whom the spirit of 'iod
dwells
.
'Education in religion has hitherto stressed
the intellectual and informational side, to the
neglect of a rounded training of life itself, it
has tended to make religion center in a knowledge of
facts instead of in a life lived for the Kingdom of
Grod. It has felt itself complete in a list of suo-
jects insj'ead of a series of capacities for worship
and service, it has contemplated a curriculum ac-
complished instead of a life trained."
Somewhat more modern is the new Closely traded
Series. 1'he lessons in this series make much of
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and faster throu.gh the use of
stories, .biblical material, social relations, and var-
ious activities, in some instances the history of the
feast is dwelt upon, xhis is particularly true of the
Thanksgiving unit of Course IV, At "/fork in irod's
".Vorld , where we find the Jewish forerunners of our
harvest feasx adequately dealt with. (This feature is
also a part of Mrs. iiobingier's Hebrew nome Life , for
grade 3 .
;
in two courses which take up the life of Jesus
it is interesting to notice relations maintained with
the Church Year. 'i'he first quarter (Part I) of
Course VI , Jesus and his Helpers (by Mary Alice Jones),
and of Course iX, The Life and 1'eachings of Jesus (by
»<
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Mary Jeness and xialph narlow) , deal principally with
the life of Jesns. The latter keeps close to the
themes of the gospels for the day in some instances.
The story of the feeding of the five thousand forms
the gospel for the Sunday next "before Advent and also
forms the basis of the lesson for that Sunday in
Course iX. i'he story of the triumphal entry into
Jerusalem is taken up next in the course and is found
to be the gospel for the *irst Sunday in Advent. The
birth episodes come in appropriately the Sunday before
Christmas. Another correlated lesson is that nearest
All saints vaj (November 1) , when course iX entitles
the lesson "Choosing Leaders." (Some of this correla-
tion with the church iear is perhaps unintentional on
the part of the authors.;
Course vl covers similar ground, but puts the
feeding of the five thousand and the entry into Jeru-
salem at other times. Appropriate lessons for the
Sundays before thanksgiving .uay and Christmas are em-
ployed, ihe second quarter of Course vl starts off
the epiphany season with a missionary unit, running
until faster, which is in keeping with the thought of
the Epiphany season and also with common practice
during iient.
in general the ulosely traded oeries follows out
the objectives of the international Ciuncil and tries
to cover the eleven areas of experience, in these
(
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areas the weakest spot is art. while good pictures are
used and hymns are suggested and learned, not much is
done in the older grades to explain or instill an ap-
preciation of the pictorial and musical arts. This
is important in increasing the value of the worship
experience. The pictures provided, however, meet
higher standards than those of other series. This
series, up through the intermediate grades, seems to
he more adequate for proper observance of the festi-
vals of Thanksgiving, Christmas, and faster than the
Christian Nurture oeries.
Some other courses have a noteworthy use of
festival materials, in the beacon Series, for in-
stance, living Together , a primary course by trances
Dadmun (1915) consists of units leading up to festi-
vals of the year. The introduction explains:
The lessons are arranged in six groups, one
for each of the religious festivals which our Sunday
Schools observe, namely, All souls
,
Thanksgiving,
Christmas, the birthdays of Washington and .Lincoln
(included in one group), master, and children's
(or Flower) Sunday. The reason for such an ar-
rangement is partly that the festivals may oe in
harmony with the course instead of an interruption;
but more especially because the ideals of social
living, which these festivals present, accord with
the development of the theme of the course.
I'he course on The atory of Jesus , by Florence jauck
(1917), for age 13, takes up the birth stories at
Christmas and the nesurrection at faster.
10 Dadmun, Diving Together , p. xvii.

Mrs. Lobingier's Stories of ohepherd idfe
( grade 2) and nebrew Home idfe (grade Z) take up the
nebrew festivals at appropriate times in connection
with the Christian festivals, and also have lessons
for the appreciation of Christmas.
modern curriculum guides, as this evidence in-
dicates , are paying more and more attention to the
celebration of the great festivals. j.n many cases
preparation for the festivals is incorporated in the
course as a regular part of the class work, in the
Christian nurture aeries one course, 'flie christian
Seasons , is devoted principally tp the study of the
uhurch lear. while there is still much improvement
to be made in using curriculum materials in connection
with the festivals, present usage is not only more
extensive than before 1917, but also Detter accomo-
dated to the needs of religious education.
2. worship services .
worship materials in recent years have shown a
tendency to be organized on the basis of the unit of
work, or of monthly or seasonal themes, ifhe curriculum
units sometimes cover one season, as Advent or xient.
ihe missionary units put out in recent years by the
Protestant Episcopal ohureh are a good example of the
procedure of relating study, worship, and activity
themes through a season, rhey are intended primarily
»&
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for the consideration of the work of the national
ehurcn organization, to be used in iient. rrobably
the plan of using them in the Epiphany season is
more in keeping with the themes or one seasons, A
unit on "Peace" put out oy tne xdocese of iiong island
(1931) and suggested for use in Advent forms another
good example of this type.
monthly worship theme$ generally take into con-
sideration the cliief thought of the month, such as
Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter themes, Patriotism,
etc. 'To some extent, then, such schemes can be based
on the Church Year, but they are generally ineffec-
tive, in giving any special emphasis to the ecclesias -
tical seasons . They are suggestive in building one's
own programs of Church Year Services, i'he most com-
plete series of such a kind now in print is Edna
Crandall's Curriculum of Worship for the Junior Church
School . This includes both worship services and train-*
ing in worship for a three year period (three volumes)*
The use here made of hymnody, Biblical Literature,
and pictorial art is admirable.
*'or series of services on one theme covering
Lent much has been done. Shaver and Stock in drain-
ing Young People in Worship give three : one on the
Life of Jesus, one on Christ in art, and one based on
music and pictures with the theme a hymn, "Just as I
am, Thine Own to be."
1
Two series of seasonal services for the rear,
intended for Episcopal Church Schools have "been pub-
lished by Maurice Clarke : A Church School Book of
Prayer and Praise (1927, 1928), for juniors and
seniors; and Worship services for Kindergarten and
Primary Children (1929). Both give complete worship
materials arranged in five services as follows:
1. To be used up to the Sunday before Advent.
2. J?*or Advent.
3. Jfor Christmas and Epiphany seasons.
4. Pre -Lent and Lent.
5. Easter till the close of school.
Neither series employs stated themes, the general tone
of each service being set by the hymns and opening
sentences. The short litanies and prayers in the for-
mer book only rarely conform to the subject set by
these hymns and are not chosen for their relation to
the problems and needs of the children. The latter
book bears dome relation to the materials of the
Christian Nurture Series and seems more fitting and
better conceived than the former, its brightest feature
appears in the employment as an altar background of
an appropriate picture for each seasonal service.
Elwood Haines follows quite a different scheme
in his Children's Service ttook (1931). He takes the
Christian Year Sunday by Sunday and builds the worship
service around 4he theme for that Sunday as determined
by "the coordinating thought suggested in the collect,
epistle, and gospel for the day.' 1 (p. vii) The
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Sundays in Advent, for instance, are given these themes:
"Wearing God ! s Armor," "Hearing God's Word", "God's
Ministers", "Preparing for the King." Other than a
possible natural relationship through the seasons, these
themes are not grouped; each Sunday stands "by itself.
This makes difficult the relation of the worship services
with units of work.
The trend in worship points toward a greater use
of groups of services on a central theme, and toward
more correlation between worship and units of work. The
preparation for festivals and the use of seasonal emphases
adapt themselves well to such a system.
3. Activities .
in the field of activities attention paid to art
and drama appears to be increasing, in the past decaae
many new oooks on church pageantry and drama and many
new plays for The festivals have oeen published. Accord-
ing to .frof. Esther w. Bates of the Fine Arts department
in Boston university School of religious education people
are much more interested in seeing and producing plays
connected with the chief festivals than other religious
and biblical plays, xhe resulting neglect of other rel-
igious observances and topics is perhaps to oe regretted,
out we are witnessing a great revival of religious drama
and a renewed interest in church festivals.
(
uther artistic endeavors such as candle-light
services at Christmas and r/piphany ana ^he exhioition
of the creche have developed great popularity recently.
The greatest advantages to be found in the use of such
devices in the curriculum are the opportunities for
fl) creative activity, and i2) emotional appreciation,
x'he connection oetween^Uhris tian xear and art of all
icinds cran always be made mutually helpful.

9*
B • CURRENT TENDENCIES AND EXPERIMENTS
1. Tendencies Toward Change in the Church Year .
That the church year is by no means stable oecomes
evident from changes appearing in recent prayer oook re-
visions. As well liturgical and non-liturgical churches
seem to be drawing closer together in church year cele-
brations. Union services on Thanksgiving -bay and on
;jOOd Friday occur frequently, in Philadelphia now
stores are closed on c-ood Friday from twelve to three
o'clock, while in most cities the three-hour service
has taken a firm hold, .but notwithstanding ;hese ten-
dencies of cooperation there are discordant tendencies.
The old Jewish custom of celebrating a feast
through an octave oecame Christian practice and influ-
enced the liturgical year. This idea has gained
strength in liturgical churches. A feast or a fast is
rarely celebrated the Sunday Before; there may De
ureuaration t out the actual church celebration when not
stressed on the day itself occurs the ounday after. This
rule has led to the use of the first Sunday after Epiph-
any and the ounday after Ascension for the observance of
Epiphany and of Ascension Day. Meanwhile an opposite
tendency has oeen in operation in the protestant
churches to transfer celebrations, such as Christmas,
to the bunday oefore.
The two types of churches also divide on the re-
cognition of national holidays. The Roman and Anglican
churches, considering themselves part of the church

universal of church catholic do not stress national
days. However, in the Episcopal Church a national
day falling on Sunday is frequently recognized in
the church service and in the church school, and a
service for thanksgiving Day is provided in the
prayer book.
/he xhemes characteristic of the seasons have
oeen subject to variation. Advent, which in the
prayer book commemorates both the first and the ex-
pected second coming of Christ, now nas generally
lost the second connotation in religious education
and in the hymns sung in church. The peace and good-
will message of the nativity angels has oeen utilized
during this time as a preparation for Christmas (cf.
Hartshorne's services and the Long island Peace unit
mentioned aoovej. Lent, once a time of innumerable
extra services, now tends to oecome a period of con-
centrated study and activity, with some services
oeing replaced oy lectures and classes, or a more in-
formal type of worship and a dress. This season,
chosen long ago by he Episcopal Church for the
raisins: of a children's missionary offering, has in
the last decade oeen given tne additional emphasis of
a time for missionary study. This particular study
policy is against the advice of the old c-eneral .ooard
of Religious Education issued in 1916 when Epiphany
was indicated as the time for such study.

The appropriateness during Lent of the self-
sacrifice called for in giving to missions has
unconsciously led us into a similar occupation
of .uenten Sundays with the teaching of missions,
i'he first result of this is that we lose the
opportunity to impress the real keynote of
Lenten teaching, the necessity of a time set
apart for cultivating the devotional lire.
ne give up our approacn to master. xhe second
result is that we shift the missionary note in
the ohurch rear, from epiphany, where it nas
for centuries belonged, and where it grows
naturally out of the teachings of the season,
to Lent, where it does not belong * 11
For a few years there has been a drift back towards
this recommendation ana the department of ueligious
Education has now seen fit to omit the designation
"Lenten" from the missionary unit which it published
yearly, xhis makes easier the use of such a unit
at any time in the year.
11 uhurch Ideals in education , (Published oy the
general Board of neligious Education of the
±rotestant episcopal Uhurch, 1^16) "The .Danger
involved in the use of Lent for Missionary
Lessons, " p. 48.
borne observances still retained on the calen-
dar show signs of obsolescence, unly a small per-
centage of ordinations occur on ember days, of which
the purpose is ordination, rewer services are being
held on saints days, while on the other hand, con-
siderable attention is paid to more modern saints
such as at. Francis, many other saints than those
given a place in the prayer book are serving as
patrons for churches and institutions.
r
Celebrating days on the eve is "both an ancient
and a modern practice. The Roman and English churches
have always recognized vigils and eves. During the
past decade the midnight mass or communion service before
Christmas has acquired great popularity in the Episcopal
Church. Some towns have a union thanksgiving service on
Wednesday before Thanksgiving. This custom of eve-
observance meetw^two desires of modern humanity; one,
to engage in evening activities away from home, and
the other, not to go to church on a week-day morning.
In general the changes being made in church year
observance are adaptations to modern life, additions
are being made, different emphases are being given in
some cases, but no observance has actually been removed
from the calendar. These tendencies are all significant
for religious education.
2. Progressive Tendencies in the Curriculum
.
Several modern curricular tendencies have parti-
cular relation to the use of the Church Year. First,
there is the unit of work idea. The unit of work may
cover three or four weeks, or it may stretch out through
a whole quarter, or even a year. It may involve all
elements in the curriculum - worship, study, fellowship,
and service - and carried out to its fullest values does
involve all these. In (l) the employment of the seasons
the unit of work finds natural time -periods already

provided; or (2) in the use of the festivals as focal
centers, the unit of work has a natural climax toward
which to direct attention. In the first category
comes the missionary unit of Epiphany or Lent; in
the second the Thanksgiving or Christmas project. It
is this possible to have each unit of the year's curri-
culum lead up to one of the great festivals (e.g. the
course Living Together mentioned above.) The increasing
popularity of units and projects points to greater
attention on the possibilities of using the Church Year.
A second tendency worthy of note here concerns
art of all kinds. The progressive schools r.ake creative
expression take the place of many of the old type formal
class periods. Creativity, in fact, is one of the key-
notes of modern education. In addition churches are
beautifying buildings and worship, and are going in for
dramatics quite heavily. New texts appear with reproduc-
tions of good pictures and with many suggestions for art
work and dramatizations. T 'usic is also receiving more
attention in religious education, ill these developments
have an effect on the celebration of events in Jesus'
life and the great festivals. The arts combine to make
the festivals more emotional, more meaningful, more of
a real experience in modern life. Concentration falls
on Thanksgiving, Christmas, and Easter, but Epiphany,
Candlemas, and Whitsunday receive some attention and
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deserve more.
A third tendency, almost a necessary outgrowth
of more attention to art in worship and the art of worship
is the stress now put on training for worship. Church
schools employ one or more of the following methods:
(1) Class training in use and appreciation of worship
materials
;
(2) Assembly training in use and appreciation of worship
materials
(3) Special study by certain groups;
(4) Forming of worship services by pupils:
(5) Training through the repeated use of the same materials.
Here again it is the special materials for festal use
which generally r-ceive the most attention. The fifth
method works in well with seasonal emphasis; that is,
one service used with only minor changes through a
season, if it is a good form of worship, will through
familiarity help to build appreciations and ease of
worship. This method combined with either (l) or (2)
means that more of the hymns, psalms, and forms used
can receive adequate attention in the training period.
Perhaps more progressive than the three tendencies
already mentioned is the plan of having children evaluate
each unit of work as they complete it; or in some cases
evaluation may take the form of criticism by the pupils
as the work is being done. 12 "This method belongs with
every unit properly completed. It has the advantage of
teaching children to appraise their work honestly and
to avoid in the future mistakes already made, ouch a
scheme should have a place in the curriculum after the
celebration of every festival, for it enables the pupils
and leaders to judge whether they have celebrated the
festival in the best way they know how, ^he same plan
fits in with the proper observance of seasons of prepara-
tion such as Advent and Lent.

10 2.
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12. For illustration see:
A$heson, ""he Construction of -Junior Church School
Curricula
3we e t and Fans , Exploring Religion with ^ight Year
Olds .
Examination of progressive curricula will give
adequate illustration of these tendencies and doubtless
indicate others which are significant for using the
Church Year. Such relationships between the old and
the new are constantly being made, .v'e need to be on
the lookout for them.
3. Experimental Projects
Under the head of "experimental projects" I
include new procedures in the curriculum of recent date
which are too new to have received any extensive adoption.
Several of these have involved noteworthy use of the
Church vear.
First, there is the wort done by Edna Acheson
for her doctor's dissertation at Columbia, now published
as The Construction of Junior Church School Curricula (1929)
Miss Acheson took charge of a group of sixteen boys and
girls two weeks before Christmas. Under her leadership
they were given the privilege and task of planning the
Christmas party for their church school of about four
hundred members. This project providsd such problems
as securing entertainment, the use of church money, the
e
workings of the church budget, and the writing of
reports evaluating results. (See Chapter III.)
Later in the year, with the approach of
Easter, the following problems arising in the class
were used to determine Easter activities;
Problems about,
fl) Don Marquis' play, The Dark Hours , to he given
by an older class at the school.
(2) The death of a grandparent of a member of the
class
.
(Z) Friends joining the church.
(4) The communion service.
(5) Easter decorations in store windows and in church.
(6) Two members of the class "giving up" during Lent.
(7) The use of spring vacation from school.
(8) The question, "Is the Resurrection a myth?"
The first two and the last one of these were chosen
for class discussion and study. In the subsequent
class meetings the play, the Joan of Arc stories, and
a study of events in Jesus' life served as a basis for
14
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discussion. '(See Chapter IV).
• Acheson, The Construction of Junior Church
School Curricula.
Here, then, are actual problems coming to the
pupils which bear close relationship to the two greatest
festivals, both preparation for and the celebration of
these days. The curriculum for a few weeks was built on
them. Even had they not been given the chief place in
the curriculum of this group, they were problems deserving
of some attention. Our chief concern here is that such
projects as arose were definitely related to the Church
Year.
Another piece of curriculum work carried out by
t
1 ©if
Edna Acheson is described by her in Teaching Without
Textbooks , Some Exp eriments in Teaching Religion to
Children , (1930). This unit is entitled "A Thanks-
giving Service , Based on the Hebrew Feast of the
16
Ingathering." * The unit was suggested by such a
service held at the Union School of Religion in New
York. The work involved the first and second grades
and the seventh and eighth grades, all of which were
17planning a year's study of Hebrew life. * Included
in the unit were a trip to a Jewish synagogue near
the time of the Feast of the Booths, a study of the
ancient celebration of the feast, committee meetings
to plan the Thanksgiving service , a Thanksgiving
offering of food, interchange of materials with a
public school which was giving a pageant of Thanksgiving
customs of all people , and the final conduct of the
special service the Sunday before Thanksgiving day.
15. Edited by F. W. Danielson and J.E. Perkins.
16. Pages 213-239.
17. The lower grades were using Mrs. Lobingier's
texts, the upper grades Hunting's gebrew Life
and Times.
This unit and the two previously described
indicate very well the interest which can arise in
connection with these festivals. As worked out by
Miss Acheson and her classes, a wide variety of acti-
vity wa_s included to satisfy and sustain these interests.
This curriculum is thus very suggestive as to what can
be done by church schools which desire to give pupils
<
a greater share in the celebration and appreciation
of church feasts.
That a curriculum based on themes and projects
connected with the Church Year could be built and used
with one class through a whole year has seemed possible
to me. In order to see what could be done in practice
I began the creation of such a curriculum in October,
1930, with a class of junior high school boys and girls
at 3t. Peter's Episcopal Church, Weston, Massachusetts.
Units of work were planned to cover five periods as
follows
:
(1) From the beginning of school through the ounday
before Thanksgiving.
(2) Advent and Christmas.
(3) Epiphany and Pre-i>ent.
(4) Lent.
(5) From the Sundayafter Easter till the end of school
(May 31. ).
(1) For the first period the unit concentrated on the
project of planning and writing the church school ThanKS-
giving service, taking background material from the
Hebrew ^east of Ingathering.
(2) The Christmas unit involved planning, writing, and
the production of a play telling the Christmas and
Epiphany iible stories - the play to be given as part
of the church school Christmas festival service - and
also a study of the meaning of Christmas and Epiphany.

(3) During Epiphany and Pre -Lent the missionary unit
of the National Council of the Episcopal Church,
which in 1931 was on the subject of "Our World at
Play", formed the basis of the course unit. Prepara-
tion Of the program for a parish play day was the
main project attempted.
(4) During Lent most of the class Joined a confirma-
tion group which met during the church school session.
Confirmed members of the class ( three) studied the
Resurrection stories, but no project other than ih is
was attempted.
(5) The material employed from Easter to the end of
school was originally designed to fit into the Lenten
portion of the course, but because of the diminished
class membership mentioned above was not used then.
This was a unit entitled, "How Shall We Pray," ("What
Shall I Think About Prayer?" would have been better..
Its use at this period resulted from the desire to
gain practice in making a scientific experiment on the
value of such a unit. "he problem originally assigned
for post-Easter treatment was the question of death and
resurrection. No week-day work could be done in this
unit and no large project other than the main intellectual
one was accepted by the class.
(
The whole series received the title "Living
Through the Christian Seasons." At several points
during the year pupil evaluation was aecured, and
knowledge and attitude tests were applied. Units
1,2, and 4 when completed, were written up in revised
form so as to make possible their use by other groups
another year.. Each of the units in this form includes
six sections, with provision for a possible expansion
into a period longer than six weeks.
The accompanying unit introductions, list
of accomplishments, sample class procedures, ana pupil
responses will give a clearer idea of the »„ork attempted
and results sec ired.* Probably much can be done in the
wa; of revision to nake such a course useful to others.
I feel that it is particularly noteworthy that
the pupils showed a great interest in hymn study and in
art. These natural interests of this age deserve more
attention than they have been getting in the curriculum
of religious education. These pupils also showed evidence
of interest in peoples of other nations and other times,
when such study had a definite connection with the pro-
ject in hand. They apparently found much pleasure in
preparing and carrying out the assembly programs used,
whether worship, dramatics, or play. V/eek-day work
appeared to be a hatural desire of the pupils in connection
with units II and III, and probably could have been in
unit I had it been attempted.
* See Appendix
It
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Research and special assignments were stressed
in giving the pupils work to do. it was found that
these were usually prepared and fairly well presented
in class, whereas assignments to the whole class were"
left undone in many cases where "home work" was expected.
On the basis of this experience i am led to
believe that a year's work based on the Church Year
and carried out on the unit plan is not only possible,
but also brings with it some distinct benefits. Whether
the plan here described or some other is employed, tnere
is likely to result new and distinct joys in the celebra-
tion of festivals, and new comprehensions of the meaning
and place of the Christian seasons.
Other experiments in this field will certainly
be welcome to all who are concerned in the best use of the
Church Year for educational purposes, i'here are great
possibilities of introducing school, church, and family
projects in this connection.
(
4, Examples Set by Church Practices
If the Church is sinerely interested in
ecclesiastical fasts, feasts, and seasons, we shall
expect to find tangible evidence of such interest.
What is the present state of affairs? As indicated
in previous discussions, protestant churches are
taking up an increased celebration of the festivals
Christmas and Easter, of (Jood Friday, and of Lent.
This is evident in current curricula and worship
services, and in the use of art of all kinds.
Thanksgiving uay is probably holding its own as a
national and religious holiday, x'he Episcopal Church,
if its new prayer book be proof, is trying to give
more prominence to the religious significance of
Whitsunday, independence Day, and All Saints Day.
However, along with this goes a mounting lack of
interest by Episcopalians in saints' days, and
possibly also in other week-day festivals of a minor
sort, -bent everywhere seems to be acquiring a more
devotional character and greater stress on educational
possibilities, at the exuense of the older churcly
ideal of fasting, penitence, and gloom, iioly Week,
with many services, talks, and dramatic presentations,
has fairly leaped into prominence as a week of great
religious activity.
But whQt of the example set in the manner of
celebration of some of these days? What is the Church
teaching its members as to their methods and attitr des
(
in celebrating Christmas, for instance? There has
been pitifully little in the way of instruction and
good example in the past, religious Christmas cards
recent
in this country until :£>^:$k»:&xx^^ years
have been somewhat of an oddity. Santa Clans has
held a persistent part in many church school Christmas
parties. The result of this practice has often been
not only a confusion in the child's mind between the
old Saint Nick: and tfod, but, more important, a lack
of comprehension that this is Christ's birthday we
are celebrating (rather than the arrival of a saint
whose day in the calendar is December 6). '?he church
school in its gifts to its pupils has helped to extend
this improper emphasis also by a lack of thought as
to the type of gift chosen. Why should the Church be
afraid of being religious? Illustrated -Bible story
books, .bibles of all sorts, litres of Jesus, good repro-
ductions of famous paintings, small crosses, etc.,
make just the type of gift which will help the Church in
its work as well as giving more lasting satisfaction to
the recipient. As for church advice on home celebrations,
Mrs. Leidt's pamphlet "How Shall a Christian family
18.
Celebrate Christmas" is certainly a long step in the
right direction.
18. ubtainable from the .book Store, 281 -fourth Avenue,
Mew York, fl,Y. or diocesan headquarters.
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CHAPTER VI
CONSTRUCTIVE SUGGESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
That the Church Year fulfills valuable
functions in Christian life, that it is and
should be an important feature of the modern curri-
culum of religious education, and that there are
some dangers in its use are conclusions of this study
thus far. As well the reading, study, experimentation
involved in the collection of data for this work
have provided a basis for definite suggestions and
recommendations regarding the future use of the
ehurch Year. In making such recommendations as will
be given here I recognize that much of the practice
and material now existing has permanent worth for
continued use. I am also aware that no one congrega-
tion, denomination, or department of religious educa-
tion will wish to make use of all the recommendations.
They are presented as my contribution, based on this
study, for a richer and more ?/orthwhile use of the
Christian Year.
A. CONCERNING CHANGES IN CHURCH YEAR OBSERVANCE
(1) Prepare for a feast first ; celebrate not
earlier than the eve .
As indicated in a previous section there exists
some variance among different churches as to the time
I
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for the celebration of week-day festivals. Most
Protestant churches chose the Sunday previous for
church celebration, whereas the Episcopal and Roman
Catholic churches carry the celebration over the
week following the feast instead. This condition
applies principally to the occasions of All Saints,
Christmas, Epiphany, and Ascension Day. Much can
be said for the value of preparation involved in
prior celebrations, and we have the example of
public school programs as a precedent. Preparation,
however, can be carried on very easily without being
converted into a preliminary celebration. In order
to conserve the joy belonging to a feast day for the
day itself, as in the case of Christmas, we should
follow the historic custom of waiting till the eve
of a feast (the day previous) for the inaugurating
of actual ceremonies. In the case of Christmas -
really our greatest holiday - it is a great mistake
on the part of many Protestant congregations not to
hold church services either on the day or its eve.
(2 ) Revise the minor feast and fast days .
Many week-day feasts and fasts of a minor
character are not worth retaining. Pew Episcopal
churches can manage to draw a congregation of more
than three or four people for a saint's day service.
*
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Why not combine these into an Apostle Day, an
Evangelist Day, All Saints' Day, etc? Why preserve
the ember days which have lost their old signifi-
cance (for ordinations are no longer confined to
these dayw)? On the other hand, there are other
occasions worthy of recognition in the Year, such
as a day for international peace and days recognizing
more modern saints whose biography is valuable as a
true example of Christian living. We would do well
to think of this and also if we revere the saints to
think of the lack of place given to Joseph, who, for
those who cling to the virgin-birth belief, was at
least an honorable foster-father worthy to be recog-
nized for his share in the training of his son. The
question should confront Episcopalians at least, aa
is it not time to prepare for a revision of the
church calendar?
(3) Celebrate Whitsunday significantly . What
of Whitsunday? This was an all-important day in the
early church and certainly deserves more celebration
than it gets. Here is an opportunity for projects
in church history and the history of religious educa-
tion. Is it not more worthwhile as a focal center
than "Children's Sunday?" Its possibilities are worth
attention and experiment.
(4) Use All Saints' Day. In the Roman Catholic

1Church All Saints' Day is a big occasion. Why not
for Protestants? Unitarians celebrate it in the
form of All Souls' Day (November 2). The new
emphasis in the Episcopal Prayer Book, making an
octave for this day (thus providing every year a
Sunday recognition of All Saints) should be suggestive
to curriculum builders. Here is an opportunity for
another focal center, a chance to recognize saints
of any age, an opportunity for bringing up the sub-
ject of immortality, and death problems.
(5) Beware of a too strict ob servance .
With these possibilities for changed observances
Episcopal leaders particularly should beware of
limitations imposed by too strict a following of the
Church Year. Topics from the scripture for the day,
while often being suggestive, are also limiting if too
closely adhered to. Clergy who insist on sticking to
the prayer book for sermon inspiration would do well
to read in connection The Soc ial Teachings of the
Christian Year by Vida Scudder. The Year should not
hinder the celebration of special occasions, nor
should it result in the neglect of current problems
as topics for prayers, sermons, and lessons. The same
danger occurs in the use of hymns, and , in fact, a
rearrangement of hymnal headings in the Episcopal
Hymnal to take more account of themes other than
seasonal is heartily advocated by many ministers and
leaders
.
V
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B. SOME SUGGESTIONS OF LEADERS, APPLICABLE TO THE
USE OF THE CHURCH YEAR.
(1) Prepare a unit on " How Shall We Celebrate
Christmas ?"
The Internat ional Curriculum Guide (1931),
issued by the International Council of Religious
Education, has several good suggestions of value in
connection with our subject. For intermediates there
is recommended a unit on "How Shall We Celebrate
Christmas ?"
This unit would guide a group when they were
in search for an adequate and more worthwhile way
of observing Christmas. The group might come to
face the real meaning of Christmas, how it has come
to be celebrated over the world, the various national
customs, how symbols from "other religions" have
come in, what we can do to make Christmas most worth-
while to ourselves, our friends, the cause of Christi
anity in the world.
" International Curriculum Guide, Section II, p. 30.
(2 ) Junior Activities for Christmas and Easter
should be e ncouraged .
For Juniors the Guide has a number of activities:
Planning Christmas worship services and enterprises for
others which fittingly celebrate the birthday of Jesus,
such as:
a. Memorizing Christmas stories from the Bible.
b. Dramatization of Christmas stories*
c. Making gifts for others.
d. Cooperating in the enterprises of the church
for making others happy.
e. Planning special enterprises for members of the
department or church who are ill or sad or lonely.
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Planning worship services and enterprises for
others which fittingly celebrate Thanksgiving
as a day of expressing special gratitude to God.
Planning worship services and other enterprises
which fittingly celebrate Easter, such as:
a. Memorizing the Easter story from the Bible.
b. Planting seeds and bulbs and watching them grow.
c. Discovering in the life history of flowers some
insight into God's plan for the renewal of life.
d. Cooperating in dramatizat ions of the Easter Story.
e. Creating songs and poems which express joy in
the renewal of life.
f . Planning activities which hslp bring joy to the
ill, the lonely, and the sad. *
International Curriculum Guide, Section I, p. 166.
( 3 ) Base the curriculum for a year on the prepara-
tion of a special school pageant or worship service .
John Suter, Jr., in Next Steps in Religious Education
(1925) has certain things to say which have good possi-
bilities for tying up with the Church Year.
In a certain parish, for instance, the children
might in a gifeen year spend their school-time pre-
paring to offer a great pageant in June. They would
work in groups under different leaders, each group
preparing to make one significant contribution to
the finished production. These preparations would
necessitate historical, geographical, and literary
study, together with many religious experiences,
both personal and corporate, as well as much memori-
zing, and generous gifts of tijne, of money, and of
work. In other words, all the usual elements of
religious education would be present, but the total
enterprise would take the form of a group project
which would culminate at the end of the school- year
in a great public religious event, the presentation
of the pageant or mystery-play in the Church building.
This would be one type of scnool.
Another type would have as its center public worship.
Teachers and pupils alike would study, and even
construct, religious services, learning how to ex-
i
press themselves in prayer and psaise through
the various liturgical arts, iiere again would
enter in history, geography, literature; offer-
ings of time, work, and money; - in fact, all the
usual elements of religious education. But the
centralizing motif throughout would be, in this
case, an unfolding, creative, eight-month exper-
ience in public worship.'"
*
• p. 26f . These paragraphs are also to be found in
Suter's Open Doors (1931), p. 121f
.
The pageant or the worship service, instead of
being given just "in June" should be prepared for a
particular church day, such as Whitsunday; or on a
smaller scale two or three such projects might be
taken up during the year. The celebration of the
festivals often forms a motive on which to work for
the incorporating of such creative v^ork in the
uurriculum.
(4 ) Cooperate with the day-schools in community
festival celebrations .
Theodore Soares has indicated in Religious
Education (1928) a church year program drawing in
both public and church schools, somewhat in the manner
followed on a small scale in the Thanksgiving project
described by Edna Ache son in Teaching Wit hout Textbooks
(pp. 213-239.) Dr. Soares believes in a community
program of education. He says,
(
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Our denominational ism seems to separate us so
hopelessly that nothing like a community program
would appear to be feasible. There are possibilities,
however, in a new educational use of the Church Year.
The schools are giving increasing attention to
Thanksgiving, Christmas, the national holidays; so
much so that the churches often feel aggrieved that
a legitimate and important part of their educational
opportunity has b en taken away. - *
4. Page 163.
He then describes a November project which took
place in an experimental school in St. Louis.
The whole school ?/as engaged in studying the various
ways in which man has responded to the miracle of
harvest, each class making a special study of a
particular people... The whole undertaking culminated
in a pageant in which each class presented some phase
of its investigation.^*
5.
Page 163f . Details omitted in this quotation.
He continues, "Why should there not be some serious
study in the schools culminating in pageants in the
churches?... Similarly, schools could study the
experiences of different peoples at the winter
solstice, to which each Christian church would give
its own interpretation and nativity pageant. *
6.
Page 164.
This could be done again in the spring. The schools
would carry on most of the preliminary studies in-
volved, including costumes, furniture, and historical
practices. "At this point the various churches
would take the children in hand for the presentation
of beautiful Easter pageants, while the synagogues
would train their own children in the pageant of the
Passover." *
c
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• Page 165
( 5 ) Use drama in place of church year sermons .
Dr. Soares advocates bringing drama into worship.
If anyone is fearful that a pageant as a substi-
tute for a regular preaching service would lower
the religious tone of the church, let him note
what is happening in churches which have thus
endeavored to recover the old religious signifi-
cance of the church year.^*
Dr. Soares describes how he tried it and how good
the results were.
• Page 165
C. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USE OF THE CHURCH YEaR IN THE
CURRICULUM.
( 1 ) Use spe cial days as focal centers .
As I have shown again and again the curriculum of
religious education can, and, I believe should
make some use of special days of the Church Year as
focal centers for many types of projects and for
worship. For Christmas and Easter at the least this
is not difficult and it is important.
(2) Use the seasons to determine themes and
divisions of emphasis. Tke ecclesiastical seasons
(c
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should at times be employed in determining themes
and in planning the divisions of emphasis, or units,
during the year.
(3) Develop new courses on the Christian Year,
There is also plenty of need, interest, and material
for one class to spend a whole year on study, fellow-
ship, work, and service related to the observances
of the Christian Year. This would be best done on the
unit plan, somewhat in the manner illustrated by the
experimental course incorporated above. (Chapter V.)
By suggesting such uses I do not mean to imply
that the Church Year should regulate the curriculum
to the exclusion of other needs and interests. In
fact, some churches may need to guard against just
such a danger. Many more interests than usually
realized, however, should benefit by relation with
the festivals and seasons, and vice versa.
(4 ) Develop units on the background and customs
of the Chur ch Year. Some time, it seems to me, needs
to be devoted to a consideration of the reasons for
having a Church Year, even going into the craving
of all men, ancient and "modern, for celebration. To
accompany this we should make a place for some histori-
cal treatment of the growth of festivals, fasts, and
seasons, so that their present place in our lives may
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be adequately understood, and so that there may
be a possibility of seeing new values in the old.
A correlated study includes the manner of celebra-
tion of these observances in other countries in
modern times, or in historic times also. Some of
these old or foreign practices, I believe, would,
if reproduced in this country now bring great
benefit. (Witness the popularity now accorded the
creche
.
)
( 5 ) Face the soci al implications of observing
the year in pupil preparation for fe st ivals and
fasts . In preparing for the celebration of these
occasions older pupils will come face to face with
economic problems. For instance, what makes it
necessary for us to give away offerings to the poor?
Is there a better way of handling this situation?
How much is our celebration costing us? Where does
the church get this money and how spend it? Are we
using our money ?;isely? Is the church buying its
supplies carefully and from ethically conducted
firms? What can we do about the overcomme rcializa-
tion of our religious days? These are Christian
problems and need to be studied in the church school
g
in some connection.
* Part I of The Life and Teachings of Jesus (Course IX,
Closely Graded Series ) suggests an investigation of
•the so o r c&
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of our Christmas candy (with the White List as
a standard), and asks the question, Is late
shopping Christian?
(6 ) Local leaders should plan at the beginning
of each year for observance or celebration of the
Church Year . The manner of celebration deserves
considerable examination and discussion by both
pupils and adults. Is the church teaching its people
how to observe the festivals in the best religious
and Christian way? Is it setting a good example in
its own program and administration? Does the church
provide wholesome recreation for special church days?
Classes and parents' groups should consider how they
may best celebrate Christmas or Easter, both at home
and in the community. The church leaders should
critically examine church plans and activities. One
Jewish congregation in Boston hoids its own New Year's
Sve party for its members. Other churches could
profitably follow such an example and pay more attention
to their program on Hallowe'en (Sve of All Saints),
Epiphany Eve, and other occasions.
( 7 ) Liberal use of good religious art af all
kinds should be made in classes and worship . Of
utmost importance in celebrating the festivals (and
to a lesser extent with the seasons) is the place and
•
quality of art. Art in itself is a form of cele-
bration. Art expresses an emotion or a conception
of the creator or reproducer, and later brings
emotion and associative images to the beholder. We
need art, then, in our celebrations. But poor art
which can arouse either disgust or misunderstanding
will undo many values. God is found in the beautiful
and joy is found in the beautiful. Therefore, we need
art that is the best we can obtain.
Use creative art .
Much fine art can be created in the church
school under proper stimulation and with proper tools.
We shall therefore try to make a place for "creative"
art and will find the events in Jesus' life and the
festivals an inspiration. Such art should take varied
forms: pictures, models, drama (including text, costumes,
scenery), new hymns and songs 'words or music), poems,
prayers, greeting cards, posters, decorations, worship
services
.
We should also make plentiful use of the art
creations of outsiders in the exhibition of good re-
productions of well executed pictures, the production
of plays and pageants, the use of fine literature and
of models, the rendering of fine music, the singing
of hymns and carols. In creative art we need look
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not so much for perfection as expression, but in
the use of commercialized art creations, which all
can obtain in wide variety, we need to be particu-
larly careful to see that we make a first rate selec-
9.tion.
* Unfortunately there are some great lacks here, as,
for instance, pictures giving a satisfactory
conception of Jesus.
Interpret art through t he experience of its
ere at or . Here ±s a warning is in order. Some art
needs interpretation. Some art means much more when
we know the story of its creation and something about
the author or artist. This is|true at any time 6T the
year. Let it not be neglected in the preparation for
the religious observances of the year. Boys and girls,
as well as adults crave "human interest." For this
reason hymn stories and picture stories always have
an appeal.
(8 ) Carefully prepare for festal worship .
The art of festal worship is a most important
one. Festal worship services need very careful
preparation and planning, and usually some explana-
tion. We worship best when worship is easiest and
when it is beautiful. Festival services should be
among our most cherished memories of worship.
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In general, I "believe that churches and leaders
in religious education should consider more carefully
their use and lack of use of the Church Year in their
programs. Additional suggestions, which may prove
helpful, can be found in many of the curriculum guides,
texts, and other hooks already referred to.
*
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GENERAL SUMMARY
The Church Year has its foundation in a
human craving as old as the race - the craving for
celebration. Religious celebration in early civi-
lizations took the form of festivals held at the
equinoxes. At these times herdsmen and farmers
sought the favor of their gods for increase and
fertility. Out of such customs grew the Jewish
ritual year.
The Christian ecclesiastical year is partially
an outgrowth of the Jewish, particularly in regard
to Sunday, Easter, and Whitsunday, which are suc-
cessors to Sabbath, Passover, and Pentecost. Pagan
influences also had some effect on the Christian
Year, as is principally evident in Christmas. But
the Christian Year is based on events in the life of
Christ, preparation for and celebration of these
events, and, to a lesser extent, on days connected
in some way with the early saints.
Its beginnings are found in Apostolic times.
In Jerusalem it had reached a very flourishing state
by 400 A.D. Growth continued unabated until the severe
setback received in England and America at the hands
of the Puritans. However, with the Anglican Communion
leading the way, it has been staging a healthy revival
since early in the nineteenth century. Protestant
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churches appear to be making an increasing use of
the Church Year.
Psychologically celebration is still natural
to man. It is with the celebration aspect of wor-
ship and with ritual that the Church Year is con-
cerned. Art and symbolism, which are psychological
and emotional aids to wors&iip, have a vital connection
with the celebration of festivals and fasts.
When properly used in the curriculum, the Church
Year can touch many areas of need and interest in
human experience. Not only is its use in accord with
modern aims of religious education, but also, if full
advantage of it is taken, it can be a valuable aid
towards the fulfillment of these aims.
Historically the Church Year in the curriculum
of religious education began its modern influence with
the s1|g]njing of hymns and the preaching of sermons on
this basis, beginning about 1810. Previously the
liturgy, drama, carols, and pictorial art had exerted
some teaching force, but the Church had lost the central
place in festival celebration which it had once held.
Modern study of the Year itself began with the arrival
of the twentieth century. It has been historically
investigated and a few courses based on the Christian
Year have been written. Since 1916 its use has grown,

but it has never held an important place in the
ordinary curriculum.
The main functions and chief values of the
Church Year may now be found in its use for worship,
celebration, projects, units of work, drama, art.
The observance of the Year receives corresponding
help by being allied with these factors. Modern
curriculum methods favor an increasing use of the
ecclesiastical festivals and seasons in religious
education. There is, however, a danger of not re-
specting human needs and interests in the various
areas of experience by a too strict adherence to the
Church Year, or by wrong uses of it in the curriculum.
The way in which the Church Year has been used
in the past and the example which the churches are
setting in the celebration of festivals even now will
bear careful critical examination. The Church needs
to pay more attention to preparation for and celebra-
tion of all Church Year observances. Therefore, its
study and use has a legitimate place in the curriculum
of religious education.
•
APPENDIX
Material from the experimental curriculum,
"Living through the Christian Seasons"
By John Bradner
*
PROGRAM OF ACTIVITIES CARRIED OUT
"Living Through the Christian Seasons."
Unit I
, A Thank skiving; Pro.j ect .
The group studied hymns and psalms <*e thanks; and
the Hebrew celebration of the Feast of Ingathering; wrote a
prayer and litany of thanksgiving which were later incorporated
in a Thanksgiving service; brought offerings of food to the
service; took these thank offerings to children in a hospital.
Unit II, Preparing for Chri stmas .
The group studied the origin and meaning of some
Christmas customs; Christmas hymns and carols, and of Christmas
pictures; discussed the significance of Jesus Christ to us and
to the world today; wrote a Christmas prayer for the church school
festival service; studied the celebration of Christmas in Palestine,
and the history and meaning of the feast and season of Epiphany;
wrapped, tagged, and mailed Christmas presents to children in a
church home.
At weekday meetings during December the class planned,
wrote, and rehearsed a nativity play, which was incorporated into
the church school Christmas festival service held two days After
Christmas.
Unit III. "Our World at Play ."
Class study of missionary fields and the work of the
Episcopal Church in them, taking posters showing the missionary
work of the Episcopal Church, and the fields in ?/hich the church
is working. Learned and played games of children of other lands.
Told and acted out stories at the worship services to illustrate
missionary work. Took charge of the program for a "play day",
which included playing games of other nations.
UNIT IV. How Shall We pray ?
Class study of the Lord's Prayer and other prayers. Drew
up criteria for judging when a prayer is sooci « Selected prayers
for class use. Sent copies of the Book of Common Prayer and a book
about prayer to the mission field.

CHECK LIST USED AT CONCLUSION OF CHRISTMAS UNIT
"Rank the following statements according to which you think
is the most important, putting a (1) in front of the best answer,
a (2) for the next best, etc," (Composite result from seven
papers recorded here.)
"A. Thanksgiving can be best celebrated by:
6 attending a football game.
2 going to a church servic e.
5 eating a big dinner.
1 giving thank-offerings to unfortunate people.
4 saying the Lord's prayer.
3 giving thanks to God by writing and using our own prayers and
service.
"B. Christmas can be best celebrated by:
5 dressing up as Santa Claus.
4 hanging up a stocking.
2 going to a church service.
6 eating candy.
3 acting in a nativity play.
1
_
giving presents to boys and girls who have not as much as
we have.
"C. At Christmas I like to:
1 sing carols.
5
|
go to a party.
3 read the Bible stories about Jesus.
6 get presents.
4 help write a nativity play.
2 find out about Christmas customs of other people.
*
"In the following list check the statements with which you
agree, or those which express your opinion, but leave all the
others blank. Please make this your own honest opinion."
(Number checking, out of a total of 7, recorded here.)
1 "I think writing a litany or service is boring.
5 I like services we write better than the ones which somebody
else chooses for us.
1 Prayers are too hard to think up.
2 I like to write my own prayers.
I think praying is silly.
7 Hymns are more enjoyable when you know something about who
wrote them and why they were written.
Hymn study is dull and uninteresting.
1 Pictures have nothing to do with religion.
5 Pictures help me to understand v/hat Christmas means.
2 I like to act in printed plays better than ones we have written
ourselves.
7 A play helps me to understand the Bible.
1 Giving presents to people you' have never seen is foolish.
Lessons are more interesting when you can look things up at home
or in the library."
1
LIVING THROUGH THE CHRISTIAN SEASONS
Projects Based on the Church Year
INTRODUCTION
This series of units on the Church Year is designed for
pupils of the junior high school grades, or ages 12-14. It is
so arranged that the work of the class may be made to contrib-
ute towards the corporate program of the Intermediate Department,
or in small schools, the program of the whole school. It also
plans for individual constructive work and allows freedom for
the exercise of pupil initiative. In doing this it recognizes that
courses taught without "text books," courses in which individual
and committee work contribute towards the study of the class as a
whole, are of much value in the development of the individual.
The Church Year
The significance of the Church Year, like other factors
in liturgy and worship, changes and receives different emphasis
as the times progress. Originally the Christian Year provided
a means of teaching to people every year the principal facts
and values in Christ's life through a celebration of the great
days in his history; and later it provided as well special
periods of preparation, self-examination, and devotion for the
observance of the greatest of these days. These occasions we
still celebrate, but not so religiously, nor in such a Christian
manner as we might. Neglected in like manner has been the
thorough preparation which alone can bring out their values to
us today.
Aims
These lessons aim to lead girls and boys
(1) To gain an appreciation of the observances of the
Church Year;
(£) to experience new joys in living through the
Christian Seasons;
(3) to have a share in the work of the Master as
inspired by the use of the Church Year.
This course, then, will take up old and new reasons for
these observances, and their meanings, in an effort to bring to
us a feeling of their great usefulness and to create in us a
clear conception of how we may best use them. This will be done
in a series of seasonal units utilizing the project method.
There will be plentiful ormortunity for pupil contributions.
Each unit will include the development of some creative group
(
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project and smaller individual projects. The "home-work" will
consist principally of special assignments to be reported on in
class. In order that this may be carried out to best advantage,
it is suggested that the pupils manage the class themselves as
much as they are able, depending on the teacher as a guide and
a source of reference.
Each lesson section is divided into Part I and Part II.
In general, Part I is the minimum of work that should be
attempted on Sunday. Part II may be used in a variety of ways;
as additional material for the regular Sunday session, as a
means of prolonging the duration of the unit (for instance,
making six sections cover eight Sundays), as material for a
weekday session; or in certain cases work designated in Part II
is handwork which may be done at home, or before or after the
regular class period. The plan for each lesson is a suggested
procedure which may be varied to suit individual needs and
desires.
Before teaching any particular section the teacher should
read over the lesson procedure for the nezt section as well as the
pupil*s material for the section to be taught. Books for reference
use should be easily obtainable. Pupils will have to be told
definitely exactly where to get the material for the special
assignments. A good plan in many cases will be to have the par-
ticular book needed on hand in the class room.
In preparing the lesson the teacher should have on hand:
The Bible, a hymnal, a prayer book, at least one of the recommended
reference books for that lesson, reference books recommended for
the next lesson v/hich are to be -out in the pupils* hands for assign-
ments. Make any notes necessary for use in class. In the class-
room assemble all materials and books needed before the class
period begins.
the units as now planned will cover periods as follows:
I Prom the opening of school to the Sunday before thanksgiving.
II Prom the Sunday before thanksgiving to the Sunday before
"piphany (Advent and Christmas).
III Epiphany and Pre-Lenten Seasons.
IV Lent
.
V Prom Easter to Trinity Sunday (or to the close of school).

LIVING THROUGH THE CHRISTIAN SEASONS
UNIT Xi A THANKSGIVING PROJECT
Aim of the Unit
To learn how the Hebrews celebrated their harvest in-
gathering, and how we may in various ways express our thanks.
The Content
During the autumn Sundays of the Trinity season, as a
prelude to Advent, it is appropriate to think of the gifts of
God and to remember how much we and others have had to thank Him
for. The Thanksgiving project also affords an opportunity for
guiding the child into habits of praise and worship to God the
Father, in preparation for his focus on J?sus Christ who is the
real center of the Christian Seasons. A consideration of the way
in which the Hebrews made their thanksgivings to God serves as
background for formulating our methods of thanking God. The main
project consists in formulating a worship service for use on the
Sunday before Thanksgiving Day. But in thanking God we are not
to forget our fellow men. Showing our thankfulness to others
affords opportunities for minor projects.
Section 1. How the Hebrews Gave Thanks
2. Thank Offerings and the Hebrew Harvest Feast
3. Praising the Lord in Psalms
4. How We May Give Thanks in Hymn, Prayer, and Deed
5. Writing Our Litany of Thanks
6. Our Worship and Our Offerings for Thanksgiving
References and Materials
Old Testament and Concordance
Book of Common Prayer, Hymnals
Clarke—Church School Book of Prayer and Praise
Dictionary of the 3ible
Jewish Encyclopedia
Crandall—Curriculum of Worship for the Junior Church School
(three series)
Colson—Hymn Stories
Smith—Lyric Religion
Kensington—Talking with God
Lobingier—Hebrew Home Life
Danielson & Perkins—Teaching without Textbooks
Mo ore—Juda i sm , Vo 1 . 1
1
Bewer—Old Testament
Notebooks (loose-leaf), poster material, magazine pictures
Denni son's Double gummed wafers instead of paste)
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Section 3. Praising; the Lord in Psalms
Aim: To develop a feeling for the beauty and puroose of the
Psalms and to see in them a way of praising God.
Lesson Plan
Part I: 1. APPROACH—Review of celebration of Feast of Booths.
2. PSALM STUDY
3. ASSIGNMENTS
Part II: 4. N0TE300K WORK
5. CLASS ACTIVITIES
Materials
Cheap or old copies of Psalms which may be cut up.
Pictures of Hebrew musical instruments (Era Angelico's Angels
will serve if nothing else is obtainable).
Pictures which will illustrate psalms discussed.
References
Bewer, Old Testament , pp. 347-364, 372, 379-380.
Crandall, Curriculum of ',7orship for the Junior Church School ,
Psalm stories for November, in three volumes.
Bible Dictionary.
Part I
APPROACH
Open the class by having the prayer which was to be
memorized repeated in unison. What did we say about the cele-
bration of the Feast of Booths last week? about the use of
the Psalms at this time? Check up onse more on the work being
done at home.
PSALM STUDY
If there is a report on the use of the Psalms, this
should be given first. Reports on individual psalms may be called
for later as examples. Fill in for the class information not
given in the reports.
The Psalms are Hebrew hymns and many of them were sung
by the choir in the Temple, sometimes responsively with the people.
Pilgrims going to Jerusalem for the great festivals had a group
of Pilgrim songs (Ps. 120-134), and these were also used as pro-
cessionals. Examples of Psalms which would be used at the Feast
of Booths are Ps.24, 100, 118. Psalm 100 is also a psalm for the
thank-offering. It was written at the dedication of the second
temple (the one built after the 3abylonian captivity) and from then
on was used with sacrifices of thanksgiving. A hymn version of
this is sung to the familiar tune "Old Hundredth" (Hymnal, Nos.
249,250), a tune better known for its use with the Doxology.
Psalm 24 is a good example of the responsive singing.
The procession approaching the Temple gate started the singing.
At verse 4 the priest broke in; then at 7 the people again. The
gatekeeper asks, "Who is the King of Glory?" and the people make
reply.
(
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Psalm 67 is a prayer of thanksgiving for the harvest,
and another of the same type is Psalm 65. Psalm 103 with its
joyous, happy tone is more of a personal thanksgiving* It was
written to express the thanks of the Jews returning irom Exile.
The following sections may be notedt 1-5 the psalmist speaks
for himself} 6-10 God's way with men; 11-14 the extent of God's
care and mercy; 15-18 God's eternal faithrulness; 19-22 call to
heaven and earth to bless Jehovah (from Crandall).
The instruments which were used during the singing of
the Psalter are listed in Psalm 150. Show pictures of these if
obtainable. (The instruments carried by Fra Angelico's Angels,
in his series of Angels, are type of instrument used.) These
same instruments were also used in the orchestra for the dances
in the Temple court.
Psalm 121 was used by pilgrims when approaching Jeru-
salem, Psalm 122 when returning home*
Pick out three or four psalms to read aloud, having the
class accompany you in the reading. There will probably not be
time for more than one or two, of these to be carefully examined.
In this connection ask where psalms are to be found
outside the Psalter proper. (Isaiah, Luke 1, Morning and Evening
Prayer, etc.)
A brief classification of the types of psalms, with
examples designated, should be recorded in the notebooks.
ASSIGNMENTS
Remind the pupils of the lists to be made at home and ask
that they be brought to class next Sunday as a basis for forming
prayers of thanks. In this connection suggest existing prayers of
thanks for them to examine, out of which particular items may be
selected (e.g. the General Thanksgiving, special thanksgivings, the
Collect for Thanksgiving Day, parts of Holy Communion. ). This may
be made an individual report if desired.
Assign hymn stories to individuals and have them bring
pictures to illustrate if they can obtain them.
Part II
NOTEBOOK WORK—Pupils
Cut out individual psalms or passages from old books or
cheap copies of the Psalms for insertion in notebooks or special
folders. These should be annotated or illustrated. The same may

be done with the Benedieite from Morning Prayer*
Write out the complete story of the Feast 02 Booths and
illustrate with drawings or pictures—this may be done by individ-
uals or by the class as a whole*
CLASS ACTIVITIES
Begin plans for the Thanksgiving offering, deciding to
whom it is to be given, what is needed, etc*
Have the pupils make posters to illustrate Thanksgiving
in the school*
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Section 5, Writing our Litany of Thanks
Aim : To reach decisions as to what we should thank God for,
and to construct a litany based on this*
Lesson Plan
Part It 1, APPROACH—Discussion of our thankfulness
2. MAKING PRAYERS OF THANKS
3. STUDY AND CONSTRUCTION OF LITANY
4. ASSIGNMENTS
Part II: 5. PLANNING OUR THANKSGIVING SERVICE
References
Clarke. A Church School Book of Prayer and Praise
Acts of Devotion (S.P.C.K.)
Occasional Offices (St* Paul's Cathedral, Boston)
Prayers for Students
Devotional Offices for General Use
Part I
APPROACH
Where do we find examples of prayers of thanksgiving?
What sort of things are you most likely to be thankful for?
Any special things this year? Have the pupils compare the
personal lists they have made, noticing similarities and
significant differences. From these lists ask them to pick
out those which are likely to mean most to them* As these
are selected they should be written on the blackboard for
further reference.
MAKING PRAYERS OF THANKS
If there have been any prayers written by individuals
or a committee, these should be presented to the class for
criticism* If none has been written, or if the class does not
wish to adopt what has been written, assist them in writing a
prayer embodying some of the above items considered most impor-
tant* Using examples from printed prayers, point out the
possible forms of address, a possible combination of thanks and
petition, the ordinary forms of closing prayers* Try to obtain
volunteered suggestions for the phrasing so far as possible*
STUDY AND CONSTRUCTION OF A LITANY OF THANKS
Read, or have read, selections from litanies of praise
and thanks given in one or more of the above listed service
books as an example of what is to be done* Some help may also
be obtained from the Prayer Book* In forming the litany it will
be well to incorporate the prayer just written (or chosen) and
possibly a few direct phrases from printed sources* If the
responses are first decided upon, it will be easier to word the
sentences of thanks to be said by the leader* These should
i
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embody the items picked out previously from the pupils' lists
and also others from printed prayers or litanies if desired.
The greater part of the litany should be the actual phrasing
and composition of the class. Try to get a contribution from
each person present*
ASSIGNMENTS
In preparation for the formation of a Thanksgiving
service next Sunday, appoint (or have appointed by a class
officer) committees of one or two pupils to decide on what
hymns, prayers, Psalms, Bible readings and sentences should
be used in this service. The material taken up in class will
serve as a basis for their findings. The class should record
the names and locations of appropriate prayers and other
material, and copy the class prayer for memorization.
Part II
PLANNING OUR THANKSGIVING SERVICE
Weekday time may be spent in finishing up uncompleted
individual projects and in making preliminary preparations for
the service. A committee on arrangements, if not already ap-
pointed, should be selected and meet. Other committees, as
designated in the preceding paragraph, may also use this time
for conference. Each pupil should copy the litany written in
class on Sunday, and become familiar with it.
(Report on class workt
Classifications of thanks presented through the pupils*
lists t home, parents, friends, school, country life, sports,
God's care. One girl suggested thanks that we are not suffering
from unemployment j another that we do not have to live in the
city, and can ride horses. The public school bus was also men-
tioned.
Report of one girlt "The thing that made me happiest
during the week was seeing my aunt and uncle. They are very old
and my uncle is very feeble, deaf, and is lame in one leg. It is
hard for him to get around and we are always afraid something
will happen to him and no one will know it."
Class prayer t "0 God, our Heavenly Father, who hast
given us such a bountiful harvest, we thank thee for thy care of
us, for our homes and families, for our good health, our friends,
our school. We are grateful to thee that thou hast given us work
to do. We thank thee for our country life and our sports. We
pray that thou wilt give aid to all that are in need. Make us
thankful both now and always, through Jesus Christ our Lord. Amen.
Litany response: "We thank thee, God, for this and
all thy blessings.")

Pupil * 8 Manual
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Section 3* Praising the Lord in Psalms
A Psalm for you to learnt
BE joyful in the Lord, all ye lands: serve the Lord with
gladness and come before his presence with a song.
Be ye sure that the Lord he is God* it is he that hath made
us, and not we ourselves; we are his people, and the sheep
of his pasture*
go your way into his gates with thanksgiving, and into his
court 8 with praise; be thankful unto him, and speak good of
his name*
For the Lord is gracious, her mercy is everlasting; and his
truth endureth from generation to generation.
Psalm 100
Things you may dot
1. Read the following psalms and hymns
t
Psalm 67, A prayer of thanksgiving.
Isaiah 55:1-2,6-7,12-13, The Lord is merciful to all*
Psalm 103: 1-4, 20-22, "Praise the Lord, my soul."
Hymn 421, "Come ye faithful people, come."
Hymn 423, "We plough the fields."
2* Read the Thanksgiving Day Epistle (James 1:16) (Prayer
Book p. 265)
3* Learn the General Thanksgiving in Morning Prayer*
4. Find a picture to illustrate Thanksgiving Day and bring
it to class.
5. Work on a Thanksgiving poster, or a booklet to illustrate
one of the Psalms or Canticles in the Prayer Book.
6* Tell the class the story of one of the Thanksgiving hymns:
"We plough the fields and scatter."
"Come ye faithful people, come."
"Now thank we all our God."
7* Report to the class what you find out about thanking God
in Talking with God * by J* J. Kensington, pages 6-9
4
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Section 5* Writing Our Litany of Thanks
A hymn to be learned:
Nov thank we all our God,
With heart, and hands, and voices,
Who wondrous things hath done,
In whom His world rejoices?
Who from our mother's arms
Hath blessed us on our way
With countless gifts of love,
And still is ours today*
may this bounteous God
Through all our life be near us I
With ever-joyful hearts
And blessed peace to cheer us;
And keep us in his grace,
And guide us when perplexed,
And free us from all ills
In this world and the next*
Things you may dot
1* Read these expressions of thanks:
Nehemiah 8:9-12, The joy of a feast day*
Proverbs 3:9-10, An old saying.
Luke 1:68-75, Why a father was thankful,
Luke 1:76-79, And why he continued to be*
Luke 2:36-38, Why a prophetess gave thanks*
Psalm 19, The wonders of God*
2* Memorize our class prayer*
3* Think over what you have liked best among the hymns,
psalms, and prayers we have taken up in class*
4* What can you do to show gratitude when Thanksgiving Day
is past?
5* Work on a committee selecting material for the Thanks-
giving Day service, as appointed in class*
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UNIT II: PREPARING FOR CHRISTMAS
Aim of the Unit
.
To experience a deeper joy in Christmastide and to in-
corporate this joy into our o?m celebration of the feast.
Content
.
This unit, for use during Advent and the Christmas
season (Thanksgiving to Epiphany), takes up various preparations
which nay be made for a 'whole-hearted appreciation of the Christmas
feast. This is done through considerations of many familiar and
unfamiliar Christmas customs, of what Christ should mean to us,
of Christmas song and|art, and finally of the Old Testament ex-
pectations of a Prince of Peace. Between Christmas Day and
Epiphany (January 6 ) Christmas is viewed in retrospect an rl the
topic Christ and the World is taken up to connect with the mis-
sionary theme of the Epiphany season. A choice of projects is
given, some of them being: writing and producing a nativity play,
building a creche, planning details for a Christmas service and
party for the school, giving gifts to unfortunate children.
Section 1. Christmas in Other Lands.
2. Celebrating Jesus Christ's Birthday.
3. Christmas in Song and in Art.
4. The Old Testament prophecies.
5. Christ in the World.
6* Our Work for Christ,
References
Auld: Christmas Traditions.
Crippen: Christmas and Chriistrnas Lore.
Encyclopedia articles, "Christmas", "Epiphany."
Bonsall: Famous Humns with Stories and Pictures.
price: One Hundred and One Hymn Stories.
Colson: Hymn Stories.
Smith: Lyric Religion
Crandall: Curriculum of Worship for the Junior Church School.
(Vols. 1,2,3.)
Bailey: The Gospel in Art.
Hastings: Dictionary of the Bible.
Gwynne:The Christian Year,
Pictures and materials as indicated.
4
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UNIT II - PREPARING FOR CHRISTMAS
Section 1: Christmas in other lands.
Aim: To find how other people in other times and places have
celebrated Christmas.
Lesson Plan :
Part I; 1. APPROACH - Our thankfulness for God's gift to us.
2* •INFORMATION - Christmas customs.
_
3. DISCUSSION - Our projects for Advent.
Part 11:4. PLANNING THE PROJECT.
5. ASSIGNMENTS.
References
Auld: Christmas Traditions .
Crippen: Christmas and Christmas Lore.
Encyclopedia articles
"How Shall a Christian Family Celebrate Christmas? - Leidt,
^ n Findings in Religious Education
,
Autumn, 1930. (Also pamphlet form
(NOTE: If part of the lesson period the Sunday before Thanksgiving
is devoted to an evaluatidn of the Thanksgiving Project, or a test, it
will easily be possible to make this section cover two Sundays* work,
in which case the reports can be assigned for the second Sunday, after
an introduction by the teacher on the First Sunday.)
PART I
APPROACH
We have just made our thank-offerings to God. Il/hat is
God's greatest gift to his children? Annually we celebrate the
anniversary of the giving of this gift. Different nations at
different times have assembled a large variety of customs around
this anniversary, the birth of Christ. As we hear about them let
us consider how they may suggest ways to us for celebrating our
thanks to God for his great gift.
INFORMATION
Some of our Christmas symbols and customs have developed
out of heathen usages and have been given Christian meanings.
Other beautiful Christmas customs, which are Christian in origin,
we have not made use of as we might. Do you know whence came
the
custom of having Christmas trees, candles, gifts, plays, creches?
The story of "The First Christmas Tree" is told by Henry
Van Dyke. St. Boniface, the great missionary to the northern
"barbarians" chopped down a huge oak tree sacred to Thor in
his
efforts to show the people the greater power of Christianity.
In
its stead he pointed to the fir tree as a
symbol of xne living

Christ. There is a tradition that Luther was the first to use
the Christmas tree in the house, and that he started the custom
of decorating it with lights.
The use of candles is thought to be a survival of the
Jewish Feast of the Lights at the annual Feast of Dedication.
In the Middle Ages one very large candle was burned in remembrance
of the Star of Bethlehem.
Mistletoe was originally used by the Druids and was an
emblem of love. Laurel, to both Roman and Christian, was a symbol
of triumph. The holly wreath has been used to represent the
crown of thorns, the berries being drops of blood. In this con-
nection an old English Holly Song is interesting.
"The holly and the ivy, now they are both well grown;
Of all the trees that are in the wood the holly bears the crown.
The holly bears a blossom as white as lily flower;
And Mary, she bore Jesus Christ to be our Saviour.
The holly bears a berry as red as any blood;
And Mary, she bore Jesus Christ to do poor sinners good.
The holly bears a bark as bitter as any gall;
And Mary, she bore Jesus Christ for to redeem us all.
The holly bears a prickle as sharp as any thorn;
And Mary, she bore Jesus Christ on Christmas in the morn."
The first Nativity plays were simple ritual representa-
tions of the Bethlehem story acted in churches. Later plays were
produced by the trade guilds in England, but not necessarily
limited to Christmas.
The praesepio, or creche, met a similar desire to put
into tableau form the birth story. At first, as originated by
St. Francis, real persons and animals were brought into the church,
but later the figures "iSee artificial and small copies were pre-
pared for the home - usually by the children.
The custom of giving gifts to children secretly is said
to have originated with St. Nicholas, whose day is December 6,
a Bishop of Myra, in Lycia, Asia Minor (died 343). He was ac-
customed to go around in secret leaving gifts at the doors of
the poor. He became the patron saint of boys, and Saint Lucy, a
Sicilian maiden mart red about 304, whose day is December 13, has
become a special guardian of girls. In parts of France and in
Germany the gifts are ascribed to the Christ Child.
Another custom once in prevalent in churches having
schools attached was the election of a boy-bishop on St. Nicholas
day, and the boys took part in the services. The reign of the
boy-bishop lasted till Holy Innocents' Day on which occasion the
boys took over the whole service.

(The origin of carols should be saved for emphasis until
the consideration of Christmas hymns and carols in another lesson.)
DISCUSSION
These customs and symbols may provide suggestions for projects
for the class or individuals. Find out which customs the class likes
best, and why; which would they care to adopt themselves. Probably
the enterprises representing the most activity and value are the
construction and production of a Christmas play or pageant, the
building of a creche for the church or the younger members of the
school, or arranging for and conducting the school Christmas
service and party,
PART II
PLANNING THE PROJECT
It will probably be necessary to hold several week-day meetings
of the class In order to carry out the project. At the first meeting
each individual should be made responsible for one task, such as the
writing of one scene or the securing of certain costumes, or the
making of a certain figure, etc. In the case of a play or pageant
the pupils should be capable of planning the scenes themselves, and
later of finding references for speech and action in hymns and the
Biblical accounts. If a creche is to be built, it is possible to
buy figures all finished to use, or the figures may be modeled and
decorated by the pupils. For a Christmas party some of the games
and social customs particularly appropriate to the Christmas season
may be looked up and used. Giving presents to other children less
fortunate should be one of the projects undertaken, but as this is
usually done as a school, the class part in it may not be a leading
one. However, if the gifts are actually made by the pupils, this
project might be made the main one.
ASSIGNMENTS
Assignments for the preparation of this lesson should be deter-
mined by topics. Several customs may be looked up by one pupil in
the sources* designated under references above, and several others
by another. Customs which have a Christian emphasis should be
selected so far as possible.
Assignments for the next section:
What do you find about the expectation of the Jews near the time (
of Jesus' birth, as indicated in:
1. The annunciation to Mary, Luke 1:26-33.
2. What the Lord has done, as told by Mary (the Magnificat),
Luke 1: 46-55.
3. The prophecy of Zacharias, Luke 1:67-79/
4. The announcement tc Joseph, Hathew 1:20-24.
The expectation at the time of John's preaching:
5. Luke 3:1-17, and Matt. 3:1-12.
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Section 3: CHRISTMAS IN SONG AND IN ART
Aim; To experience a feeling of joy and beauty in our
Christmas art.
Lesson Plan
Part I: 1. APPROACH - Making our Christmas Christ-like.
2. HYMN AND PICTURE STUDY
3. CAROLS - Origin and use.
4. CHRISTMAS GIVING - Discussion.
5. ASSIGNMENTS
Part II; 6. COMPLETING THE PROJECT
Materials .
Pictures, Correggio - Holy Night (Artext)
Lerolle - Arrival of the Shepherds (Wilde)
(Others if desired.)
References
Bonsall - Famou s Hymns and Pictures .
Price - One Hundred and One Hymn Stories .
Crandall - Curriculum of Worship , 3 vols. (December sections.)
Bailey - The Gospel in Art
Colson - Hymn Stories
Smith - Lyric Religion .
APPROACH
How can we make our Christmas this year more Christ- like
In what spirit dsall we give? What kind of cards shall we send?
HYMN AND PICTURE STUDY
(Note: A copy of Bonsall 's Famous Hymn s with Stories
and Picture s will provide good illustrative rnateqiijl
for class work. This book is especially strong on
Christmas material. Bailey's Gospel in Art gives a
number of different types of Nativity pictures with
descriptions. Be sure to distinguish between the
true Nativity pictures and the Epiphany, or wise men
pictures.
)
We have inherited a rich collection of Christmas hymns and
carols, some quite old, others very modern. No one book v/hich
the average person sees attempts to give more than a selection
of them, though the Oxford Book of Carols is quite extensive
•
in the field of carols. Some very fine and beaut ifpi hymns
and carols are not found in a number of the church hymn books
(for example, "I heard the bells on Christmas Day," by Longfellow,
which is given by Hiss Grandall, is not in the Episcopal Hymnal.),
One of the best known and most widely used Christmas hymns
is "0 Little Town of Bethlehem." This was written by Phillips
Brooks (1835-1893) in 1868 for his Sunday School at Holy Trinity,
Philadelphia. His organist and Sunday School Superintendent,
Lewis H. Redner, composed the tune. The hymn is a remembrance
of the Christmas Eve (1855) which Phillips Brooks spent in
Bethlehem when his church sent him abroad for a year. He wrote
his Sunday School an interesting letter describing this occasion.
The letter map be found in Price or in Allen's Life of Phillips
Brooks .
"Christians, awake, salute the happy morn," is the work of
John Byrom (1692-1763), who besides being a hymn writer was an
English physician, an inventor of a system of shorthand, and a
contributor to "The Spectator", a famous English periodical.
This hymn he wrote as a Christ. as present to his daughter, Dolly,
in 1745. He entitled it: "Christmas Day for Dolly." Dr. Byrom
also wrote hymns for the boys in the hospital at Manchester,
England.
The great hymn writer, Charles Wesley* (1707-1788) has given
us the popular hymn, "Hark, the Herald Angels Sing." As originally
written and published in "Hymns and Sacred Poems" by Job;n and
Charles Wesley, it began:
"Hark, how all the welkin rings,
Glory to the King of Kings."
Says Price, "It gives such clear utterance in poetic form to the
doctrines of the incarnation that the full meaning of the birth of
Christ fairly sings its way into the hearts and memories of those
who worship."
(Other hymns may be found in the references given above.)
The reports on hymns and carols may be accompanied by des-
criptions of appropriate pictures given by the pupils (using
Bonsall), or the teacher may be able to bring this in himself be-
tween reports. (A modern picture in colors, entitled "0 Little^
Town of Bethlehem", published on a card in the W. L. Taylor Series,
is a beautiful illustration of Phillips Brooks' hymn.) Corregio's
"Holy Night" and Lerolle's "Arrival of the Shepherds", both simple
nativity scenes, present an interesting comparison. This is well
•
brought out in Bailey. The pupils will probably like the modern
representation of Lerolle better and will find it truer and more
natural.
ORIGIN AND USE OF CAROLS.
The birthplace of the true carol is said to be Italy, and the
originator St. Francis of Assisi. As most of the hymns of the
time were in Italian and unsuited to the common people, the com-
rades of St. Francis composed songs in the vernacular based on the
gospel. One of the most famous of the early carol composers was
Jacopo da Todi, familiarly known as Jacopone, a Franciscan poet
of the 13th century. He is the author of the "Stabat Mater
Dolorosa" and the "Stabat Mater Speciosa." Luther was also re-
nowned as a carol writer.
Some carols were later written in Latin, and then came the
"macoronics" or carols of Latin and theVarnacular mixed. "Good
Christian Men Rejoice", of this type, was originally "In dulci
Jubilo, Nun singet und sey froh."
Carols v;ere first used in the home and the street. Then they
came into the church service in the place of psalms. In Wales and
in Nor?/ay they have been used in the "plygain" or "dawn" services,
with candles as the only light.
CHRISTMAS GIVING
Sending or taking presents to others is one form of Christmas
giving. But can we make plans for giving joy to others in different
ways? Shall we go out singing carols on Christmas Eve? Should we
sing for people who are sick or unable to get to church? Shall we
write a special Christmas message to the children or people to whom
our school gifts go?
ASSIGNMENTS
Next Sunday we shall see what people thought about the Christ
and what they expected before he was born in the days of the prophet
of Israel. The assignments will give us pictures of what the
prophets believed would be characteristic of the Christ and what kin
of a world he would bring to the people.
COMPLETING THE PROJECT
In most c-^ses the project chosen to be worked out in additional
time should be completed this week. If a play, there should be
at
least two periods of rehearsal in addition to a dress
rehearsal. If a
creche is being made, it should be ready to set up
next Sunday, or on
Christinas Eve. Plans might be made by the class
to assist next v.eek
in decorating the church for the Christmas
season.
•
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LIVING THROUGH THE CHRISTIAN SEASONS
UNIT II: PREPARING FOR CHRIST;.! IS
Section 1. Ghristmag in Oth er Land s
^
Something to remember:
Choose the poem about Christmas or the carol you
like best, find out all you can about it, and memorize it.
Things you may do:
1. Think over ways in which you may use or adopt some of the
customs discussed in class which are new to you.
2. Read an article on "Christmas" in an encyclopedia.
3. Read in Washington Irving 's Sket ch Book some of the stories
about the English Christmas.
4. Report to the class on one of the following:
What do you find about the expectation of the Jews near
the time of Jesus' birth, as indicated in:
(1) The annunciation of Mary, Luke 1:26-33?
(2) What the Lord has done, as told by Mary (the Magnificat),
Luke 1:46-55?
(3) The prophecy of Zacharias, Luke 1:67-79?
(4) The announcement of Joseph, Slathew 1:20-24?
About the expectation at the time of John's ^reaching:
(5) Luke 3:1-17 and Mat hew 3:1-12?
•
PREPARING FOR CHRISTMAS
Section 2. Celebrat ing; Jesus Christ ' s Birthday,
Something to remember: A Christmas Prayer
"0 holy Child of Bethlehem:
Descend to us, we pray:
Cast out cur sin and enter in,
Be born in us today.
We hear the Christmas angels
The great glad tidings tell;
come to us, abide with us,
Our Lord Emmanuel J Amen.
Phillips Brooks.
Things you may do:
1. Read the whole story of Jesus' birth and John's mission
in Luke 1:5 - 3:17.
2. Write in your notebook, (a) wha-jTyou believe Christ has done
for you; (b) whatelse you believe he can do for you if you
give him the proper opportunities.
3. Write down also what you can do to make the celebration of
Christmas more Christ-like.
4. Report to the class on the story of a hymn or carol or
picture of Christmas as assigned in class from one of the
following books. (Record exact reference here.)
Bonsall - Famous Hymns with Stories and Pictures.
Crandall - Curriculum of Worship , Vol. , Pages
Price - One Hundred and One Hymn Sto ries
Bailey - The Cospel in Art.

PREPARING FOR CHRISTMAS
Section 3. Christmas in Song and in Art
A prayer to be learned:
God, whose blessed Son, Jesus Christ, came to give
us the peace which the world cannot give, let thy blessing rest
upon our country and upon the souljf of all who love thee| in all
nations of the earth. Amen. ^
Things you may do:
1. Read the following hymns:
"0 little town of Bethlehem"
"Hark the Herald Angels Sing"
"Christians, Awake, salute theliappy Morn."
Look up in the dictionary any words which you do not understand
in these hymns.
2. If possible, practice Christmas carols with your family or your
friends.
3. Report to the class on one of the following:
(1) The meaning of "Messiah" and of "Emmanuel."
(2) Who Jeremiah was and, briefly, what he did.
(3) Who Isaiah was and whatjhe preached. (For 3 and 2 consult
a Bible dictionary or an encyclopedia.)
(4) What Isaiah told the people: Isaiah 2:1-5; 7:10-16;
9:1-7; 11:1-9.
(5) Messages of the Second Isaiah about the times to come:
Isaiah 35; 41:1-11 61.
(6) Prophecies about the Messiah and peace.
V
LIVING THROUGH THE CHRISTIAN SEASONS
UNIT IV: HOW SHALL WE PRAY?
Aim of the Unit .
To help intermediates
(1) To clear up their problems of prayer
5
(2) To appreciate the values of prayer and prayers;
(3) To find the right place for prayer in their lives.
Content *
Intended for use during Lent, this unit recognizes the special
devotional character of the Lenten season and the need of realizing
greater values in our daily religious life, as preparation for the
message of joy and power found at Easter, Familiarity with good
prayers and good methods of praying is stimulated throughout the
unit. Problem life- situations and sample prayers form a basis for
discussion. Projects suggested are: the formation of criteria for
judging prayers; writing a series of prayers for class, school,
or personal use; getting up a collection of prayers for girls and
boys of this age; a Day of Intercession or prayer for the church
school; sending prayer books or books about prayer to the Mission
Field. Knowledge and attitude tests are provided for this unit.
Section 1. "Lord, Teach us to Pray."
2. Getting Help in Doing God's Work.
3. Prayers in Time of Need or Trouble.
4. Intercession for Others.
5. Prayer as Help in Temptation.
6. Hymns and Psalms as Prayer.
References:
Fosdick, The Meaning of Prayer .
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